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Abstract 

Ellion, B.G., MgSc., The University of Manitoba, 1997. 

Implications of Forest Management Techniques for Biodiversity, Species and Ecosystern 

Diversisr, Among Lepidoptera in Planted and Naturally Regenaavd Jack Pine Stands. 

Major Professa: N. L HoDiday 

In 1993 and 1994, butterfies and moths w a e  coilected in planted and naturaily 

regenerated stands of jack pine, Pinu banksia~ Lamb, of four Werent age classes, 5, 

15,25 and 40 years after establishment. Butterflies were collected by netting while 

wallong a prescribed tcansect through each site, and with a single bait trap at the centre of 

each site. Bait consisted of a fermenting mixture of beer, rothg M t  and molasses. 

Moths were coiîected using a single battery powered ultraviolet light trap at the centre of 

each site. S pecies diversity (a) was measured using the log series a index. Ecosystem 

diversity was rneasured using Sorenson's coefficient and Kendall's r rank correlation 

coefficient Ordination analysis was conducted on both groups of Lepidoptera, vegetation 

species and environmental data: iight intensity, coefficient of variation of light intensity, 

air temperature, tree density and coefficient of variation of tree density. Principal 

Components Analysis and Canonicai Correspondence Analysis (CCA) were used to 

analyse the vegetation data. Correspondence Analysis and CCA were used to analyse die 

butterfiy and moth data 

Ordination analysis of vegetation species indicates that young stands were 

dominated by members of the Graminaceae including Koeleria gracilis Pers. and Poa 

compressa L. intermediate aged stands retained some Graminaceae but are dorninated by 
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the lichens Ciadina mitis (Sandst) Hale & Culb. and CIndina rangifkina: (L.) Hana The 

oldest stands were dominated by cool, dark adapteû spezies including MizianthemUrn 

canacten.se Desf- and the moss Pietwon'um schreberi (Brid,)  mit^ 

Number of individuals for the bunerflies was wt significantly affected by my of 

stand age, regeneration type or the interaction of stand age with r e g e n d o n  type in either 

1993 or 1994. The number of species was sipnincantiy affécted only by stand age in 1993. 

Species diversity of buttedies, as representd by the log series a index, were significantly 

affected by regeneration type and the interaction of regeneration type and stand age in one 

of the two years of the study. The same trend was observed in both years. Buttefies 

showed a preference for intermediate aged stands. Diversity was highea in the two 

intermediate age classes, but peaked in the 15 year age class for the p1anted stands, and in 

the 25 year age class, for the naturai stands. This shift may be an effect of planting. 

Ordination analysis of the buaerflies indicated that there was a shift fiom open-habitat 

preferring species, including Cercyonis pegala (Fabncius), to forest dwelling species, 

including Enodia anthedon (A. H. Clark), as degree of canopy closure increased. 

Butterfies are closely Linked to their food plants and ordination analysis indicated that 

buttedly species were generally found near their hosts. Ordination analysis did not reveal 

any effects of planthg on the assemblage of butterfies. 

Measures of p diversity indicated that planted stands and naturdy regenerated 

stands did not significantly difîer for the butterflies. In one year the planted stands were 

signincantly more sirnilar, when determinecl using Kendall's s rank correlation measure, 

but this pattern was not consistent. 
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Number of individuals for the morhs was sipiiiscantly aff& by stand age in 1993 

and by all of stand age, regeneration type and the inmaction of stand age and regenexation 

type in 1994. The number of species was significantly affecfed by stand age in 1993 and 

by ail of stand age, regeneration type and the interaction of stand age and regeneration 

type in 1994. Alpha diversity of moths was sipnincantly afEected by stand age in both 

years of the study. Neither regeneration type nor the interaction of regeneration type with 

stand age had a statisticaily significant effect on moth a diversity. The effwt of stand age 

differed Born that observed with the butterflies. For the rnoths, number of individuais, 

number of species, and a diversity increased with increasing stand age. The sarne trend 

was O bserved in both years and this may lx an effcçt of the planting. Moths were not 

associated with patchy habitats as were the butterflies. Ordination analysis of the moths 

indicated that unlike the butterflies, moths were not generally found in association with 

their foodplants. There was no clear shift in dominant moth species indicated by 

ordination analysis. Ordination analysis did not reveal any effects of planting on the 

assemblage of moths. 

Measures of p diversity indicated that planted stands and naturaily regenerated 

stands ciid not significantly differ for the rnoths. When measured using Sgrenson's 

coefficient, P diversity decreased wirh increasing stand age in both planted and naturaily 

regenerated stands. 
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1 

IntrodUdion 

Dive~ty  is an important component of edogy and m u r e s  ofdivexsïty are o h  

used as indicators of the general health of an ecosysmn (Magurran, 1988). Ec010gical 

divasity cm be uschilly defiexi as a m u r e  that includes both the number of species 

present and die distribution of individuais witbin communities (Shafi and Yarranton, 

1973). It expresses diversity in term of species, or a diversity, and ecosystem, or 

diversisr (Magunan. 1988). Species diversity indices d e  use of the number of species 

and their relative abundances in a given habitat @%elou, 1975; Magurran, 1988). 

Ecosystem diversity indices compare the degree of difference in species assemblages 

between two or more habitats (Magurran, 1988). 

Measurement of diversity may be used to gain insight into the forces responsible 

for shaping community structure and the effects of changes in the environment on the 

ecosystem (Kempton and Taylor, 1976). By studying the effects of disturbance on 

ecological diversity we may gain an understanding of how ecosysterns react to different 

types and levels of disturbance (Ftambs, 1990). 

Aithough the effects of modem forestry on faunal diversity are poorly understocxi 

(Heiiovara and Varsonen, 1984), the effects of anthropogenic disturbances on the forest 

fauna can be examined by comparing naturai fonst sites to sites that have been subject to 

hurnan management (Chandler, 199 1). The âequency of anthropogencic disturbance by 

hurnan means, for exarnple logging, is gream than the rate of disturbance by natural 

means, such as forest &es (S hafï and Yarranton, 1973). As a result of this increased rate 

of disturbance, there is the possibility that many of the species associateci with a forest 



cbmax regimc arc becoming or are in danger of becoMng ex- in areas where forest 

disturbance is accelmted (Loucks, 1977). Anothr result of the i n d  rate of 

disairbance and subsequent planting of monocuitmal fozest stands is the l o s  of structurai 

diversity that is extremely important to the diversity of a forest (Orme et al.. 1990). As a 

result of this Loss of structural diversïty, there may be a concordant loss in arthmpod 

diversity associated with the forest stand (Lawton, 1983). 

A group of organisms that is chosen as indicator species is sefected on the basis of 

how their presence or absence and abundance iefiects the changes in the environment in 

which they live (HolIoway and Barlow, 1992). The Lepidoptera are useful indicator 

species of environmental change because they meet several of the criteria idenaed by 

Pearson (1995). Many are easy to identify; have well known natural histones; they are 

readily surveyed by a variety of trapping and collecting methods; higher taxa an broadly 

distributed geographically; the lower tami are specialized and sensitive to habitat change; 

their patterns of biodiversity are reflected in other related and unrelateci taxa, their host 

foodplants, for example; and several species are econornically important as defoliators of 

commercial crops and m e s  (Gilbert and Singer, 1975; Dempster, 1983; Pearson, 1995). 

Most Lepidoptera are very closely W e d  to their fdplants  and, in some instances7 have 

coevolved with their lamal hosts (Ehrlich and Raven, 1964). Lepidoptera have been used 

as indicators of biodiversity in Malaysia (Holloway and Barlow, 1992), the United States 

(Debinski and Brussard, 1994) and Madagascar (Kremen, 1994). These snidies indicate 

that the Lepidoptera are good hdicators of the diversity of an ecosystem. 

Jack pine, Pinur banks ia~  Lamb, is a coniferous tree that prefers weil drained 



soils and quires fire to cause the serotinous cones to open &d reIcasc th& secds 

(Ahlgren, 1959; S niith et al., 1 %O). Jack pine seedlings are often planteci in areas whae 

naairal regeneration a f m  harvesting is poor and in the last 40 years, planting bas become 

increasingly important in jack pine regeneration in southeastern Manitoba (Lafienière, 

1994). This study is the second of two to examine the effat of diffixent regeneration 

techniques on insect ecolopical diversity. The fïrst examineci theh influences on carabid 

beetles (Lafienière, 1994). This thesis examines panems of ecological diversity of two 

groups of Lepidoptera, the bunemies and the moths. 

The objectives of this thesis are: 

1) To detennùie whether the a diversity of Lepidoptera cliffers betwem planted and 

naturaily regenerated jack pine stands of similar age and composition 

ü) To determine whether ciifferences in the a diversity of Lepidoptera associateci with 

the type of regeneration increases or decreases with stand rnaturity. 

üi) To examine whether the p diversity of Lepidoptera assemblages in pianted and 

naturaily regenerated stands mer .  

iv) To investigate the relationship between Lepidoptera assemblage composition and 

the environmental characteristics of sites, to gain insight into the dingences 

between lepidopteran assemblages in planted and naturaily regenerated sites at 

different levels of maturity. 

v) To detennine whether abiotic or biotic factors play a stronger role in determirhg 

the species assemblage of Lepidoptera in planted and naturaliy regenerated sites at 

different levels of matunty. 



REVIEW OF LrrERATuRE 

S u d o n a l  praesses and disturbance 

The structure and composition of an ecosystem changes as one type of community 

replaces another in what has been tenned succession. Succession represents the 

development towards an equilibrium between organisms and the environment (Clernents, 

19 16). Succession may foliow a relatively predictable sera1 sequence that bcgins with a 

pioneer stage, and proceeds through consolidation and subclimax stages, to a final ciimax 

stage (Dansereau, 1957). 

Disturbances within a forest ecosystem lead to secondary succession (Rowe, 

1983). Secondary succession is also caused by natural disturbances (wildfjre, windstorm~, 

insec ts, pathogens) or by anthro pogenic disturbances (mechanical c l e a ~ g ,  set &es, tree 

harvesting) (Harper, 1977; McLeod, 1980). Disturbance by man (eg. fke, agriculture) has 

long been important in detennining forest composition in tropical forest ecosystems 

(McLeod, 1980). 

The fiequency of disturbance aiso plays a role in succesional processes. A 

comrnunity, if not disturbed, may be reduced to a low diversity equilibnwn through 

processes of cornpetitive exclusion (Comell, 1978). A highly diverse comrnunity can be 

maintaineci if disturbance is on a moderate scaie (McLeod, 1980). The more frequently a 

disturbance occurs, the less Wrely succession will reach the stage of a climax community 

(Petraitis et al., 1989). Diversity often is low at either extreme of the tirne scale, e g  

at moderate disturbance frequencies (McLeod, 1980). Similady, diversity is eqected to 
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be maxùnal for intermediate thne since distmbance anci intensity or amount of discrrrbauce 

(McLeod, 1980). Colonizing organisms are associated with cady stages in the succession 

and are speties that are adapted to that type of habitat (Powers and Van Cleve, 199 1). 

The pioneex communities are Iowa in diversity than later successional stages (McLead, 

1980). At maturity, diversity is dechhg and therefore diversity is highest in intermediate 

stages in the succession (Corneil, 1978; McLeod, 1980; Petraitis et al, 1989). As the 

structure of the habitat changes so do the assemblages of organisms associated with that 

habitat. Habitat changes occur most rapidly early in the successional senes and as the 

comrnunity matures, change occurs more slowly. 

Diversity 

Diversity may be thought of as a pro- of comrnunities that includes both the 

number of species present, or species richness, and the distribution of individuals between 

them, or evenness Pielou, 1969). Species richness in its simplest fom is simply the 

number of species in a given sample (Pielou, 1969). Evenness is the equitability of the 

species present in the communities (Pielou. 1969). 

Components of Diversity 

The diversity of a given ecosystem may serve as an indication of the ecological 

weil king of that ecosystem (Magurran, 1988). Ecological diversity is composed of 

species diversity, or a diversity and ecosystern, or P divasity (Pielou, 1975; Wilson and 

Siunida, 1984; Magurran, 1988). When considered togethet, a and diversity rneasure 



the o v d  diversiry of a @en ecosystem (Wilson and Shniida, 1984). 

The simpiest way of expressing diversity is in terms of the number of spccies in a 

given area or species richness (Pianka, 1966; Pielou, 1975; Magurran, 1988). The number 

of species is affected by sample size, and this effect may ma& clifferences or s h i .  in 

dominance or evenness. Thexefore it is desirable to express divdty in femis of the 

nurnber of species present and their relative abundances (Magurran, 1988). From this, 

species diversity is the n u m k  and relative abundance of species in a given habitat and is 

used to indicate the weîi being of that habitat (PieIou, 1975; Whittaker, 1972). It has been 

suggested that the two components of diversity, species nchness and evenness, be treated 

separately (Pielou, 1969; Hurlbert; 197 1). 

Ecosystem diversity is a measure of the ciifference in species assemblages between 

two habitats (Pielou, 1975; Magunan, 1988). It is a measure of the change, or ciifference 

between different habitats (Southwood, 1979)- 

Effects of Distutbances on Ecologïcal Diversity 

Diversity is the result of a balance between the fkequency of disturbances that 

provide opportunities for species to recolonize, and the rate of extinction due to 

cornpetitive exclusion and other causes (Petraitis et al., 1989). The measwment of 

biological variables gives a saong indication of the effats of a disturbance @Iolloway and 

Stork, 1991). Disturbances a&ct the distribution and abundance of species that were 

present in an ecosystem prior to the disturbance (Frambs, 1990) and may also result in 

species that were not previously present becorning established (Kempton and Taylor, 
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1976). As a resuit, change in abundance rnay serve as aa indication of the disturbance 

(Kempton and Taylor, 1974; Taylor et al., 1978; Kempton, 1979). 

Boreal forest characteristics 

The boreal zone is the kgest  ecological zone in Canada, ocnipying 2.6 x 106 lnn2 

(Danics and Foottit, 1989). It is charaaeezed by closed coniferous forests, with jack pine 

king prevalent in the central sections and in drier habitats (Danks and Footit, 1989). In 

terms of habitat on the sale of invertebrates, the b o r d  forest is considerably diverse 

(Danks and Footit, 1989). 

Successional processes in the boreal forest 

The boreai forest ecosystem is one in which the ecological processes are stcongly 

controiied by disturbances, primarily £ire (Rowe, 196 1). Habitat hetmogeneity of the 

boreai forest is maintained by recurring ikes or 0 t h  associated disturbances (eg. insect 

infestation) (Clark, 1990; Loope, 1991). Rowe (1956) stated that in the b o d  forest, 

forest lires Limit the age of stands of jack pine to less than 100 years. Fm has been a 

dominant inauence in the history of forests both in ment times and in terms of gwlogical 

time (Heinselman, 1973). Fies in jack pine forests are usually high-intensity crown fires 

which initiate secondary succession (Heinselman, 1981; Rowe, 1983). It is üIrely that al1 

parts of the bond forest have b e n  burned within the last 140 years (Maclean and BedeU, 

1955). In Manitoba, the period between &es in jack pine stands is frcquently much 

shorter and these forests are considered to be successionally young compared to many 



O ther ueas within the boreal forest (Zoladeski et ai., 1995). 

Forest disairbances may occur at different spatial Scales (van der Maarei, 1993). 

They may k categorized as either patch size or community size (van der Maad, 1993). 

Community size disturbances are large scale disturbances, exempljfïed by forest fins, and 

wiil desaoy an entire community which then regenefates as a whole (van d a  Maarei, 

1993). Patch sïze disturbances occur on a much smaila scale and -te gaps within a 

community, such as the death of a few within a forest (van der Maarel, 1993). 

Forests develop slowly and alternative research stratepies such as chronosequence 

and retrospective studies may be utilized to produce rapid resplts, but are limited by 

uncertainty about the history of a site under investigation (Powers and Van Cleve. 1991). 

Chronosequence studies substitute space for time by selecting partidar stages of 

development which are selected dong a tirne sequence beguuiing with initial disturbance 

and extending to an advanced stage of maturity (Powers and Van Cleve, 1991). 

Diversity patterns in the boreal Forest 

Forest ecosystems are distinguished by their complexity and divcrsity (Powers and 

Van Cleve, 199 1). The highest level of arthropod diversity in a boreai forest succession 

occurs just pnor to canopy closure. At this thne both open habitat and shaàe tolerant 

species are able to occupy suitable niche habitats. which were not present earlier in the 

case of shade tolerant species, and will not be present later for the open habitat species 

(Loucks, 1977; Petraitis et ai., 1989). 

A gened association between plant and animal diversity is accepted (Southwood, 
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1979). The g e n d  successional pauems that are obsewed for plants also hold for some 

anhropods (Murdoch et al., 1972). Invasion of vegetation pioneer species and re- 

establishment of species present prior to disturbance occurs before canopy closme in 

forests (De Grandpré et al., 1993). Following canopy closurt within the forest, there is no 

major change in vegetation species in the understorey, as the shade intolerant species 

disappear prior to canopy closure (Shafi and Yamuiton, 1973). A high fiequency of forest 

disturbance may favour tree species intexmediate in tolerance of shade, since they can 

estabiish during one episode of canopy opening and persia in the undemtorey through one 

or more periods of canopy closure ( R u d e  and Yetter, 1987). 

Bioiogy of Le pidopte ra 

Comparative biology of buttertlies and moths 

Plant feeding insects that are host specific are thought to provide a precise profiie 

of diversity (Hoiloway and Barlow, 1992). Many species of Lepidoptera are associateci 

with forest ecosysterns and these species are ofkn very Iocalired in distribution (Holloway 

and S tork, 199 1). The Lepidoptera have charac~s t i c s  that d e  them usehil as indicator 

species. These characteristics include their relative ease of identification to the species 

level, the existence of standardized collection techniques, and a high level of association 

with larval host plants (Southwood, 1979; Dempster, 1983). 

The Macroiepidoptera are divided into the Rhopalocera, the butterflies and 

skippers, and the Heterocera, the moths (Borror et al., 1989) based on differences in 

antemal structure. This division is somewhat arbitrary but the two groups ciiffer in one 
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principal behaviod way. The majonty of butterflies are d i d ,  flying only durhg tbe 

day time, whüe the majority of the moths are no& (HoIland, 1903). 

The buttefies are weil acceptecl as indicators of the weil king of ecosystems 

(Gilbert, 1974; Sutton and Collins, 1991). Bunerlly species are generaily confineci to 

taxonomically and chemically related Iarvai host plants and sometimes to a single specïes 

(Gilbert and Singer, 1975). Larvae generally have a greater range of host acceptance than 

oviposition preference hdicates (Gilbert and Singer, 1975). The dependence of the larval 

stages of most species on a relatively narmw range of hosts combined with the actions of 

the adults as poilinators iinks them to the health of their habitat (Ehrlich and Raven, 1965; 

Ehrlich, 1984). The majority of butterfly species are much more restricted geographicaily 

in their dismbutions than are iheû potential host plants (Heslop, 19W Svent-Ivany, 

197 1). 

Severai factors other than theu dependence on food source influence the 

distribution of buttefies. These uiclude Light intensity, relative humidity and changes in 

temperature, ail of which are affecteci by habitat disturbance ehrlich et al., 1972; 

Whittaker, 1972; Murphy et al., 1990; S parrow et al., 1994). Adult buttefies are 

heiiotherms and are able to fly oniy within a certain range of temperatures (Shapiro, 1970). 

CLimactic factors rnay influence butterfly populations through effixts on host quality 

(Gilbert and Singer, 1975). Cold weather slows development of insects and it has been 

observed to reduce butterfiy fecundity (Gilbert and Singer, 1975). Similarly, Takata 

(1961) found that fecundity may be depressed by hot weather. Buaerflies have different 

preferences for shade and sunlight (Peterson, 1954; Shapiro and Gard*, 1970). Mmy 
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prefer s u ~ y  habitats, aithough some have a p r e f i i c e  for sbaded habitats (Peterson, 

1954; Warren, 1985). 

Like the butterflies, the moths are phytophagous as k a e  and are IuiLed strongly 

to their habitat. Most moth species are nocturnal as adults and therefore are not strongly 

influenced by iight intensity leveis, but lüre the buttedies, they are sensitive to changes in 

temperature and relative hucnidity (Muirhead-Thomson, 199 1). Moths as a group are l e s  

specifîc to host taxonomy than b u e e s ,  and have partitioned the parts of plants much 

more finely (Gilbert and Singer, 1975). 

Sampüng methods for Lepidoptera 

Traps for sampling insect populations play an important rde in ecolo@cal studks 

(Vd et al., 1968; Muirhead-Thomson, 1991). Light traps used in the collection of night 

flying Lepidoptera have proven consistently successful in caphiring large nurnbers of 

individuds of a large variety of species (Muirhead-Thomson, 199 1). Different insects will 

react in dinerent ways to different light sources (Muirhead-Thomson, 1991). Light traps 

yield biased samples; the number ofany species caught depends not only on abundance but 

also on the degree of attraction to light (Kernpton and Taylor, 1974). Moths do not fly 

directly to the light trap and are not necessarily collecteci on their k t  pass by the trap 

(Harstack et al., 1968). It has ken O bserved that a large proportion of insecu attracted to 

Light traps appear to circle traps and frequently settle on siirrounding vegetation 

(Muirhead-Thomson, 199 1). The effective radius of a light trap is the maximum distance 

at which an insect responds to the light trap, and this is a physiological response which 
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varies berneen species and individuals (Bowden, 1982). The effective d u s  is also 

affected by the degcee of vegetative cova wbich may obsmict the insects view of the iight 

mp (Muirhead-Thomson, 199 1). The most important ikwr in detennining the range of 

insects a light will amact is the source of the light (Vaishampayan, 1985). Estimates of 

the relative efficiency of capture Vary fiom as iittie as 8% to as high as 50 % of moths 

captured, depending on species (Harstack et al., 1968). S e v d  factors e t  the 

efficiency of light traps and these may include the @od of iuumination, temperature, 

wind velocity and wind direction (McGeachie, 1988,1989). Seasonai distribution of 

catches of moths has been observed to Vary between sites and years (Gregg et al., 1993). 

With few exceptions, iight trap catches are at their Lowest around the period of the 

full moon (Williams, 1936; Nemec, 197 1; Muirhead-Thomson, 199 1). Hardwick (1972) 

observed that noctuid moths are less active on cool nights than on warm nights and that 

compared to this. the lunar cycle has no effect on light trap catches. The changes that are 

observed in light trap catches associateci with diffmnces in lunar illumination may be 

caused by changes in insect activity, changes in population, or by changes in the range of 

effectiveness of the light trap (Bowden and Church, 1973). Most light trap investigations 

indicate that trap catches are at their lowest around the period of the full moon and at their 

highest at periods of no moon (Williams, 1936; Muirhead-Thomson, 199 1). Sheltered 

sites d u c e  the impact of winds which results in a decrease in the number of long range 

dispershg moths reaching the trap and an increase in the number of poor flying species 

that are able to reach the trap (Muirhead-Thomson, 1991). Light traps in wooded areas 

tend to catch only local fauna (Muirhead-Thomson, 1991). Height of the trap influences 
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the species composition of the tcap catch (Taylor and French, 1974). Membem of the 

Geomeaidae and Pyralidae are sinaila boâied d have slow flapping fiïght and a greater 

proportion of the population flies closer to the p u n d  than the heavier bodied Noctuidae 

and S phingidae (Greenwals 1962; Taylor and Brown, 1972; Taylor et al., 1979). In 

generai, the larger the species, the higher it nies, independent of famüy and moxphological 

type (Taylor et al., 1979). 

Bait traps have been used for the collection of different groups of insects including 

Diptera and Lepidoptera (Vogt, 1968; Owen, 1975). The general principles of amaction 

to bait traps and the factors affécting their efficiency may be similar for ali insect groups. 

Baited tcaps are affected by environmental factors An increase in wind speed results in a 

decrease in the efficiency of bait tcaps (Muirhead-Thomson, 1991). Sùnilarly temperature 

affects trap efficiency. Above or below their optimal temperature range, insects will not 

fly to a trap and trap efficiency is consequently decreased (Vogt, 1986). Baits usually 

becorne more attractive with increasing tirne of exposure and it has been suggested that 

b i t s  shodd be discardeci reguiarly in case the uicrease in attraction could be wrongly 

interpreted as an increase in the population of the organism under study (Vogt et al., 

1983). Height of trap may play a role in the efficiency of the trap (Vogt, 1986). 

Depending upon the insect group to be collecteci, an optimal height that is related to the 

c haracteristic tlight heig ht of the organism under study should be determineci (Vogt, 

1986). Trap siting also plays a role as traps placed in open sunlight may ciiffer in efficiency 

from those placed in shaded sites (Welch, 1988). 

Different species may be differentiaüy attracted by bait or variably iikely to escape 
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f?om the trap (Knmen, 1994). Tii g e n d ,  only butianics in ttie family Nymphalidae are 

attracted to fnùt based bai& memen, 1994). However, Owen (1975) previously 

observeâ that mmbers of the Satyndae are amacted to these baits in temperate iegions. 

Butremy species which f d  on bah, dung, rotting fhit and sap, tend to be cryptic 

(Gilbert and Singer, 1975) and so are not comreniently recorde- in visuai sampies 

(Kremen, 1994). Trapping complements hand n e h g  and a sampling program involving 

both netting and trapping will provide a more cornpkte representation of a b u d y  

assemblage than will either method by itself @men, 1994). 

Methods of community malysis 

Diversity Measutes 

Diversity measures have two cornponents: species richness and evenness 

(Maman,  1988). Species diversity measures are usually divided into three categories: 

species nchness indices, species abundance modeis and indices based on the proportional 

abundances of species (Magurran, 1988). These indices are affecteci by a variety of 

factors including sample size, commonness versus raOty of species, presence and absence 

of species, and relative abundance of species (Southwood, 1979; Magurran, 1988). An 

ideal measure of species diversity should have good discrimùiant abüity, low sensitivity to 

sample size and should be easy to calculate (Magurran, 1988). 

A problem in ecological snidies is obtaining quai samp1e sizes for al1 locations 

(Magwan. 1988). A technique terrned rarefaction was developed by Sanders (1968) for 

calculating the number of species expected in each sarnple if all samples were of a standard 
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sue. The technique was modified by Hiirlbert (1971) to m u c e  an mbiaseû estimate- A 

pro blem with rarefaction is the loss of iafonnation because the numbn of specics and th& 

relative abundances, known befae rarefaction, are lost and ail that temains is the expeaed 

number of species pa sample (Williamson, 1973). Further problems include the 

assumptions that the assemblages are random and that their is no interspecific interactions 

and that evenness is the same in the communities being cornpared, which is often not the 

case (May, 1975). 

The frequency distribution of species abundances is often a more sensitive measme 

of environmental disturbance than species nchness done (Kempton, 1979). Fisher et al. 

(1943) noted that a characteristic pattern of species abundance ocnirs in which a few 

species are very abundant, some are of medium abundance, and most are represented by 

only a few individuais (Wiiams, 1964; Pielou, 1974; Southwood, 1978). Species 

abundance distributions uglize both the number of species and their relative abundance in a 

comrnunity and provides the most cornplete mathematical description of the data 

(Magurran, 1988). Diversity is usuaily examined in relation to four main models of the 

under lying species abundance distribution (Southwood, 1979): the log normd distribution 

(Preston, 1948), the geometric series (May, 1975), the logarithmic series (Fisher et al., 

1943) and the broken stick mode1 (MacArthur, 1957). Rank-abundance plots are one 

method of presenting species abundance data and can be used to detemine the appropriate 

underlying distribution (May, 1975). Within each distribution, there is a progression 

ranging from the geometric series where a few species are dominant and the remainder 

fairly uncornmon, through the log series and log nomial distributions where spbcies of 
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intermediate abundance are relatively more conaon and on the brokcn stick m&l in 

which species are d o m i l y  distributeci with respect to iesoarce epportioning (Pielou, 

19-75). 

Indices based on the proportîoML abundances of spccies bave been remicd 

heterogeneity indices (Peet, 1974) becaw they take both evenness and species richness 

into account. May (1975) has r e f d  to them as non-para~netric indices because no 

assurnptions are made about the shape of the underlying species abundance distributions. 

Magurran (1988) has divided these indices into two categories: information statistic 

indices that are deriveci from information theory including the Shannon-Weaver index 

(May, 1975) and dominance indices, including the Berger-Parker index d (Berger and 

Parker, 1970) and Simpson's index (Simpson, 1949). Information statistic indices are 

based on the rationale that the diversity in a naturai system can be measured in a smilar 

way to the information contauied in a code. The Shannon index assumes that individu& 

are randomly sampled from an effectively infinite population and mat the index also 

assumes that all species are represented in the sample (Pieiou, 1975). Dominance 

measures are weighted towards the abundances of the cornmonest species rather than 

providing a measure of species richness (Southwood, 1979). nie Berger-Parker index d is 

simple to caiculate and expresses the proportion of the total catch that is due to the most 

dominant species (Southwood, 1979). It is independent of number of species but is 

influenced by sample size (Magunan, 1988). 

It is desirable that diversity indices be able to discriminate berween sites with ody 

subtle differences (Magurran, 1988). They should also be independent of sample size and 
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samphg intensity (Magman, 1988). Kempton and Taylor (1974) found the log d e s  

index a was relatively u n a f f d  by either rare spacies or common ones. 

Measurement of species diversity 

Alpba Diversity Indices Several indices of diversity have been developed to 

characterize habitats bas& on species diversity (Pielou, 1975; Southwood, 1978). Of 

these indices. a number of authors have singled out the log series a (Fisher et al.. 1943) as 

the superior mesure of species diversity (Kempton and Taylor, 1974; Taylor et al., 1976; 

Magurran, 1988; Thomas and Thomas, 1994). This index is considered supaior because 

of its good disctiminant ability, low sensitivity to sample size and ease of cdculation 

(Magurran, 1988). The log series a is based on the number of species relative to the 

number of individuals present in a sample. The log series a is most intluenced by the 

fiequencies of the moderately abundant species rather than the extremely abundant or 

extremely rare species (Murdoch et al., 1972; Kempton and Taylor, 1974; Magurran, 

1988). 

Beta Diversity Indices. A number of indices have been developed to measure ecosystem, 

or p. diversity (Huhta, 1979; Wilson and Shmida, 19% Magurran, 1988). Most of these 

measures are based on presence-absence data and do not consider relative abundance. 

The original Sgrenson index is one of the more widely used indias based on presence 

absence data (Bray and Curtis, 1957; Southwood, 1979; Magurran, 1988). Pairs of 

comrnunities which share ail their species will have a S~renson index of 1, while 
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communities which have no species in comrnon wiii have an iridex of0 (Ma- 1988). 

in a review of the discriir9nant ability of sixteen nmsmes of similarity, Huhta (1979) 

found that Kendall's r, a quantitative pairwise maisore (Kendall, 1962). and the modified 

form of the Sgrenson coefficient (Bray and (3urtis. 1957) were the most consistent 

performers when comparing two stable cornmunities. 

O r dination Analysis 

Ordination analysis is a multivariate technique developed to aid in the analysis of 

multidimensional data sets (Bray and Ciireis, 1957; Gauch, 1982; ter Braak, 1985). 

Ordination describes the pattern of relationships among a group of objects in a reduced 

number of dimensions that represent most of the variation in the original data set (Gauch, 

1982; Pielou, 1984; Digby and Kempton, 1987; Jones and McCulloch, 1990). The objects 

are then displayed graphicaüy in an ordination diagram in which the axes represent 

gradients of combinations of the attxibutes of the originai data set (Jones and McCulloch, 

1990). The data are plotted such that the distance between points indicates the degree of 

similarity between data points (Greenacre, 19û4). The axes in an ordination diagram are 

arranged orthogonal to each other and each accounts for the maximum possible amount of 

variance remaining in the data, a h  the variation attributable to the previous axes has 

ken removed. In most ordination procedures, the eigenvalue of each axis describes the 

relative importance of an axis (ter Braak, 1987- 1992). In an ordination diagram, axis 1 

has the largest eigenvalue and is associated with the largest proportion of the variance; 

axis 2 has the next Largest eigenvalue and is associated with the next Largest proportion of 
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variance (Green and Carroll, 1976). The positive and negative ends of each axis are 

arbitrarily assigneci (ter Braak, 1986). The ornination axes may be considemi as 

hypothetical environmental variables and are then interpreted on the basis of what is 

known about the species and the environment (ter Brai&, 19874992). Species near the 

centre of the diagram may be ubiquitous and mlated to the ordination axes (ter Braak 

and Prentice, 1988)- 

Rincipal components analysis (PCA) is a type of ordination analysis which is moa 

appropriate for data that are continuous, such as percent cover (Greenacre, 1984). This 

technique c m  be applied to abundance data but cannot be applied to presence-absence 

data (ter Braak, 1985). PCA is a linear ordination technique that provides the least- 

squares estimates of the sites and the species scores (ter Braak and Rentice, 1988). This 

method differs fÏom correspondence analysis (CA) by king a bear method (ter Braak and 

Prentice, 1988). 

Weighted averages of species scores have been shown to give estimates of the 

species' optima and environmental values when the species' response c w e s  are Gaussian 

(ter Braak and Rentice, 1988). Weighted averaging works weil with presence-absence 

data, and if abundances are available, they provide the weights (ter Braak and Prentice, 

1988). It has been suggested that h e a r  combinations of site scores are the most 

appropriate scores to use in ordination diagrams (?almer, 1993), however, weighted 

averaging methods rnay be applied over wide ranges of environrnents where species' 

abundances may not Vary monotonicaily with variation in the environment (ter Braak and 

Prentice, 1988). 



Conespondence analysis (CA) is a type of ordination anaiysis which is most 

appropriate for data consisting of counts and may be used for both abundance data and 

presence-absence data (ter Br* 1985; Jones and McCuiloch, 1990). CA is a non-liaear 

method of ordination (ter Braak and Prentice, 1988). This type of ordination analysis 

expresses the associations between two sets of quantitative variables, for exampie species 

and sites (Greenacre, 1984). The ordination resuits in a diagram which is a biplot of 

species and sites (Benzécri, 1992). GeneraiLy, sites are placed close to the species that are 

most prominent in those sites (Oreenacre, 1984). 

Canonical correspondence analysis (CCA), di&rs nom comspondence andysis. 

Both methods produce species and site scores, but in CCA the site scores are consaaineci 

by the environmental variables which are included (ter Braak, 1986). The ordination 

diagram which is produced is very similar to that produced in CA, the only Merence 

king the presence of the environmental variables, which are repfesented by vectors whose 

direction and length indicate their amount of influence and importance (ter Braak, 1986). 



MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Generai study area description 

This sndy was conducted in the Sadilands Provincial Forest, which is located in 

southeasteni Manitoba. The Sandilands ProMncial Forest is lwated in the southeni 

portion of the Boreai Forest in Manitoba (ZoIadeski et al., 1995). The precise location of 

the sites is presented in Table 1. W sites wexe located in the Bedford Eiills-Whitemouth 

Lake Plateau phy siographic area of the Sandilands Provincial Forest (Smith et al., 1964). 

Fig. 1 shows the location of the sites in the Sandilands Provincial Forest 

The soils in the study sites have a high sand content and belong to the Sanni3ands 

senes or the Woodridge series, or they are a mixture of both flable 1). Jack pine, Pinus 

banksiana Lamb is the dominant tree species in the upland areas of the Sandïhds 

Provincial Forest, whüe black spruce, Picea m.] B.W., is the dominant 

species in the wet lowland regions (MueUer-Dombois 1964). AU sites selected were in 

the upland areas. 

Experimental Design 

Two types of site were used, natural and planteci stands of jack pine (Table 1). 

Naturd stands were the result of regeneration foilowing fie. Planted stands were not 

differentiated according to disturbance type (Le. fire or harvest). Four age classes were 

selected: 5, 15,25, and 40 years of age. For each site type, there were two replicates 

within each age class, with the exception of the 15 year old natural site. No suitable 

second repkate for this age classEregeneration type was available within the study ana. 
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The dominant tree ages in the five year age class w a t  four to k e n  y- old; the 15 year 

age class included trees 12 to 17 years old; the 25 year age class included tries 22 to 32 

years old; and the 40 year age class includeâ trees 42 to 52 years 016 Tree ages wae 

estimated in 199 1 by the use of core sarnples. Estimates of tree age have been adjusted to 

reflect me age in 1996. 

Site description 

Site selection was accomplished in 1991 by ML Rhtal Lafkenièn with the aid of 

fire maps and plantation records suppIied by Manitoba Department of Natural Resources. 

Each site measured 100 m by LOO m, was withùi a stand of at least 2 ha, and was located 

at least 20 rn fcom any discon~uity such as a roadway. 'Ihe dominant tree species within 

each site was jack pine and tree composition within each site was gxeater han 75% jack 

pine. 

AU sites were given code narnes which indicate the regeneration type and age class 

of the site (Table 1). For example, the code name BSA indicates that diis is the first 

replicate of a naturai (Buned) site burneû approximately five years ago. Similady, P5B 

indicates the second replicate of a site Banted five years ago. 

The five year old sites were open areas with no trees higher than 2 m. Planteci and 

natural sites differed in two principal ways. Fit, a large proportion of the fden dead 

trees, or slash, had been removed £rom the planted sites but remained in the natural sites. 

Second, the tree distribution in the natural sites was aggregated, while in the planted sites 

aees were regularly spaced. Between aggregations of tcees there were patches of open 



areas that were eiuia bare or had some degrec of herbaceous p u n d  cover, 

predominantly grasses. 

The 15 year old sites were generally open sites. The distance between branches of 

individuai trees had decreased when cornpareci to the five year old sites. The major 

dinerence between the planted and naturai sites was the patmn of tree distribution, which 

was aggregaad in the n a ~ d  site and more d o m  in the planted sites. Between 

aggregations of aees there were patches of open areas covered with various types of 

ground vegetation. 

The 25 year old sites were composeci of intermediate sized trees with a greater 

degree of canopy closure than was observed in the 15 year old sites. Nahnal sites h d  

more glades than did the planted sites. Further, the natural sites exhibited a greater degree 

of canopy closm in tree aggregations than did the planted sites. Overali, canopy closure 

was more complete in the planted sites. The pianted stands were partially replanted afier 

the initial p h n ~ g .  The first replicate of the nahiral stands in this age class, BDA, was 

mechanically thinneci at some t h e  prior to the date of this study. 

The 40 year old sites were nearîng matilrity and were charactexized by alrnost 

complete canopy closure and were much darker than stands in the other age classes. Sites 

of each regeneration type were very similar in part due to the nannal thinning (Ahlgren, 

1974) of aggregatcd areas in relatively mature jack pine forests. 

Vegetation Sampling 

In both 1993 and 1994, ground vegetation was sampled. Within each site, 25 1 m 
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by 1 m quadrat samples w a e  selected in a stratifiai random fashion, Each site was 

stratifieci into five 20 m by 100 m blocks and five quadrat samp1es were taken pa block. 

The ground vegetation was identifid and the pncent cover of each @es was estimated 

in the field. Ground vegetation was defined as herbaceous plants and woody plants < 30 

cm tail. Sampling was conducted twice per year; late May - eady Jwe, representing early 

summer, and late July - early August, representing latt summer. Tiee sairipling to 

determine tree age, dominant tree species and tree density were carrieci out in 1992, as 

was samphg of s h b s  (LafÎenière, 1994). 

Environmental measurement 

Weather 

Air temperature was recorded in 1995 using Hobo XT Temperature Loggers 

(Onset Instruments corp.@'). Temperature loggers were operated Born 25 April to 24 

July. The temperature probe of each was taped 1 m above the ground on the north side of 

a txee located at the centre of each site. The probe was placed on the north side of the 

tree to reduce heating fiom direct sunlight. Temperature readings were logged once every 

1.2 hours and subsequently down loaded to a cornputer. Monthiy and daily mean 

ternperanires for 1993 and 1994 were obtained ftom Environment Canada samphg 

records for Winnipeg International Airport. W ï p e g  Intenational Airport was the 

location closest to the Sandilands Rovincial Forest (distance ftom sites to airport = 90 

km) with complete meteorological records. Monthly and daily mean hours of ùright 

sunshine and precipitation were also obtained €rom Environment Canada records for 



Light IntellSity 

In 1994, under clear skies, light intensity measured in pEhteins m%*L was 

recordeci. Rior to taLing readings in each site, a measmernent was taken in the unshaded 

roadway to ci btain a maxUnum light intensïty value. to allow for standadization of 

readings î3om aii sites. Light intensity ceadings n o m  al l  sites were standardized to the 

maximum Light intensity value obtained during sampling at ai l  sites. Withui each site, 25 

readings were taken in a grid fashion (Fig. 2). Readings were taken at 2 m above the 

ground to avoid the influence of ground vegetation and were made using a Li-Cor 185 

Quanaun/Pho tometer with a photometer probe. 

Sampling of Lepidoptera 

Three methods of sampling for Lepidoptera were carried out Transect sampling 

and bait trapping for butterfiies, and Light trapping of moths were carried out fkom 04 May 

to 2 1 September, 1993 and fkom 25 April to 19 September, 1994. 

Butterflies 

Transect sampling. Transect sampling of adult buttefies was done in each site every 

week during the sampihg penod unless conditions were unsuitable because of min. A 

prescribed path of transats was walked through each site and the path e n s d  that each 

area of the site was inspected twice. Each transect was 100 m in length and a total of 10 
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aansects were compleled during each sampiïng pmiod. Buttedies seen were captumi 

with an insect net and piaced in a cyanide jar, for lam identification. Duration of sampling 

was 30 minutes per site. 

Bait Tnips. One fwinel type bait trap (Miuth, 1978) for the collection of adult 

bunerflies was placed on a wooden stand, 1 m in height, located at the centre of each site. 

Each trap was constructed of either aluminum or fibregiass window screen with a wooden 

fiame. Tcaps were 60 cm ta11 and 45 cm in diameter with a 9 cm by 9 cm screened lid on 

top. The intemal cone was 30 cm tall with an openhg of 4 cm diameter at the apen The 

gap between the stand and the lower rim of the trap was 2.5 cm. 

Each frap was baited with 100 ml of a mixture consisting of bananas, beer, brown 

suga. fÎuit juice and molasses. A larger quantity of the mixture was prepared each week 

and was apponioned out for each aap. The mixture consisted of one bottle of beer (341 

ml), one banana (iarge), 100 gram o f  brown sugar, 50 ml of molasses and 500 ml of fhit 

juice (McCain'sB f i t  punch). This mixture was seleaed based on the iiteraaire 

(HoUand, 1951; Owen, 1975) and the suggestions of local coilectors. The mixture was 

placed in a plastic dish located on the centre of the stand under the bait trap. The dish was 

9.5 cm in diameter and 1.5 cm deep. Bait traps were emptied and the bait replenished 

once per week. 

Motbs 

Light traps. Adult moths were coliected using one ~urninoc@ battery powered light trap 
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at the cenm of each site. Traps were placed at a height of 2 &. In the f i e  year old sites, 

the mp was suspendeci h m  a of aluminum p o k  In the tbra other age classes, 

the aaps were suspendeci nom a tree branch. Each tiap opezated for 4 h per night 

beginning at dusk when the light was turned on by a photoceiI (Figure 3). The light 

source was an ultraviolet hght tube operateci in the n o d  intensity position, with an 

output of approximately 2.86 pW/cm2 (Biocom, 1992). Traps were powered by a 6 V 

Alkaüne ~uracei l~ MN 6080 battery. Each trap was supplicd with a trichlowos 

irnpregnated resin strîp ('Vapona@) as a kiUing agent From 04 May to 21 September, 

1993 and fkom 25 April to 19 September, 1994, the traps were emptied on a weekly basis 

and specimens were brought to the laboratory for identification. 

Data Annlysis 

The number of individuals coilecoed and the number of species were used as 

general indicators of species occurrence and species richness. for both butterflies and 

moths. 

The log series alpha of the equation: 

S=aln(l+N/a) (1) 

was obtained for each site by a two step process. Fustly the logarithmic series parameter, 

x was estimateci using least squares minimization in the NONLIN module of SYSTAT, 

(Wilkinson. 1988). for the equation: 

S/N=[(l-x)/n] [-ln(1-x) J 



Where N is the total number of individuah and S is the humber of species. 

The value of x is usually between 0.9 and 1.0 ('Wïbms, 1964). 

The log series a was derived nom N and the estimate ofx using : 

~r=N(l-x)ix (3) 

Serenson's coefficienh Cs and Kendall's r ranL correlation coefficient were used to 

measure moth and butterfiy p diversity between site replicates. S@rensonls index was 

obtaùied fiom the equation: 

CS=2j/a+ b (4) 

Where j is the number of specïes coilected in both sites A and B, and a is 

the number of species present only in site A, and b is the number of species present 

oniy in site B (Southwood, 1978). 

The KendaU's r rank correlation coefficient (Kendall, 1962) index of ecosystem 

diversity was calculateci using the CORR module of SYSTAT ( w ' i s o n ,  1988). Species 

abundance data for the pair of cepkates of each tratment-age combination were used in 

the rank correlation. Only species present in both replicatcs were used in the caldation. 

Principal Components Analysis, Correspondence Analysis and Canonical 

Correspondence Analysis ordinations were caLTied out using the default settings of the 

CANOCO software (ter Braak, 198% lW2), with the exception of the following: 

(1) To reduce the domination of abundant species, a square root 

transformation was appiied to the vegetation data and a logarithmic 

transfomation was used for the butterfly and moth data Where the 
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ordinations were paformed on combined vegetation ami Lepidoptera data, 

a square root transformation was iiscd for both types of data 

(2) The sample scores used in the canonical correspondence anaiysis ordination 

diagram were those detennùied by weighted averaging (ter BraaL, 1987- 

1992 j. 

The unrestncted Monte Car10 permutation test was iised to assess the significance 

of the relationship between the environmental variables and the buttemy and moth 

assemblages (ter B d ,  1986). For each test pufomed. 99 environmentai sample 

numbers were generated randomly and thei. trace eigenvalues were calculateci and 

compared to the observed environmental trace eigenvalues. If these observed values were 

higher than 95 96 of the randornly generated values, the species abundance was considerd 

to be signincantly related to the environmental variables (ter Braak, 1987). 



RESULTS 

Environmentai and vegetational factors 

Temperature 

Seasonal p a m s  of mean monthly precipitation, hours of bright sunshine and 

temperature are shown in Figures 4.5 and 6. In 1994 there were more hours of bnght 

sunshine than in the same period in 1993. The amount of precipitation was higher in July 

and August of 1993 when compareci to 1994. 

Mean daytime and night time temperatures for each site m a g e  class replicate 

were obtained in 1995 using Hoboa data loggers pable 3). Mean daytime temperature is 

defieci as the mean temperature fiom 06:OO h to 18:OO h Mean night t h  temperature is 

defined as the rnean temperature f5om 18:O h to 06:O h. A repeated measures analysis 

of variance indicated that both daytime (F3s = 88.3 8) and night time (F,, = 35.96) 

temperatures among the age classes in natural stands were significantly different (Figure 7, 

8). Daytime temperame decreased with increasing stand age and Right time temperatures 

increased with increasing stand age in the nanual stands. Among the planted stands, 

analysis of variance indicated that both daytime (F,, = 34.38) and night time (F,, = 

29.03) temperatures differed significantiy among the four age classes (Figure 7.8). Both 

daytime and night tirne temperatures increased with inmeashg stand age. Paired t-tests 

indicated that in the five year old stands, the planted site was significantly warmer during 

the daytime (tt3.01; d.f. = 12 : P < O.OS), but the nanual stand was warrner over a 24 h 

period (t=50.89; d.f. = 12; P < 0.05) than was the planted site (Figure 9, 10). In the 15 

year old sites, the planted stand was significantly warmer during the daytime than the 
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natuml stand (t = -10.86; df. = 12; P c 0.05) and over the 24 h period (t = 4-90: df. = 

12; p = 0.26) (Figure 9,lO). The 25 year old planteci stand was significantly wanner than 

the naturai stand both duDng the daytime (t = -3.65; df. = 12; P < 0.05) aad ova  the 24 h 

period (t = -7.96; df. = 12; P < 0.05) (Figure 9, 10). In the 40 year old stands, the naturai 

stand was significantly wamru during both the daytime (t = 8.16; df .  = 10; P < 0.05) and 

the nighttîme (t = 2.6 1; d.f. = 10; P < 0.05) (Figure 9, 10). 

Light Intensity 

Ail Light intensity measurements were standardizad to allow for comparison of 

measurernents between the sites Light întensity readings were taken in the rodway 

adjacent to each site to obtain a maximum light intuisity value. AU readings fkom al l  sites 

were then standardized to the maximum reading obtained for ail sites. Mean iight intensity 

was much higher in the five year old stands than in any other age class, and in general 

mean light intensity decreaseâ with an inaease in stand age (table 2; Figure 11). An 

analysis of variance indicated that only stand age (F,, = 16.67; P < 0.00 1) had a significant 

effect on mean light intensity. The coefficient of variation of l@t intensity was calculateci 

in an attempt to quantify the patchiness of the sites. The coefficient of variation of iight 

intensity within sites was very low in the five year old stands and peaked in the 25 year old 

stands for both treatment types. Neither the type of regeneration (F,, = 2.417). stand age 

(F,, = 4.066) nor the interaction of treatment type with stand age (F,, = 0.442) had a 

significant effect on the coefficient of variation of light intmsity (Table 2; Figure 12). 

Levene's test was used for the cornparison of coefficient of variation values (Mülüren and 



Johnson, 1984). 

Vegetation 

Resuits of the vegetation sampting for both 1993 and 1994 are contained in 

Appendix 1. The comrnon ground vegetation types have been summarued in Table 1. 

in naanal stands, the ~ e e s  are distributeci ineguIar1y and may be in clumps. In the 

planted stands the trees are regdar1y spaced. The mean tree density was higher in the 

younger sites than in the older sites and the ciifference may be attributed to tree mortalty 

as the trees in a stand age. Mean tree density per site and the coefficient of variation of 

tree density have been su- in Table 2. Tree density was generally higher in the 

natural stands. notably in the five and fifteen year old sites (Figure 13). An analysis of 

variance of mean tree density indicated that a l l  of regeneration type (F,, = 18.873; P < 

O.OS), stand age (F,, = 6.095; P < 0.05) and the interaction of regeneration type and stand 

age (F,, = 9.002; P c 0.0 1) were significant. Tree distribution was more patchy in the five 

and the 25 year old natural stands, but was quite similar in the 40 year old pknted and 

natural stands (Figure 14). Although the coefficient of variation of tree density was not 

significantly affected by trament, age or their interaction, there was a twidency for the 

trees to be more clumped in the naturaily regenmatcd stands than in the planted stands. 

An analysis of variance of the number of gound vegetation species indicated that 

in 1993 neither regeneration type (F,, = 0.234). stand age (F,, = 1.593) nor the 

interaction of the two (F3,, = 3.35) were significant In 1994, all of regeneration type (F,,, 

= 1 1.065; P < 0.05), stand age (F,, = 7.021; P < 0.05) and the interaction temi (F,, = 
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4.653; P < 0.05) were signifiant. The data show a similar G d  and the lack of 

significance in 1993 may be attritmted to higher intemite variation. The numôer of species 

recorded was higher in 1993 (Fig. 15) than in 1994 (Fig. 16). The number of ground 

vegetation species recorded did not differ between planted and naturally regenefitted 

stands in both 1993 and 1994. In tbree of the 40 year old sites, the number of species was 

l e s  than that observed in the three younger age classes. In 1994, the trend was similar to 

that observed in 1993. In general, the species sampled within each site remained constant 

fiom year ta year. 

In the five year old sites the dominant ground vegetation was Graminaceae such as 

Andropogon gerardi Vitman and Koeleria gracilis Pers. These stands resembled an open 

grassland more than a forest habitat The L5 year old stands differed fiorn the younger 

stands. The ground vegetation retained a high percentage of grasses, but species typicd of 

open forest areas such as Cladna spp. and Vacciniwn angzutiJioliwn Ait. were becorning 

dominant. The 25 year old stands retained some of the p s  species but were dominated 

more by vegetation adapted to moister conditions such as the moss Pleuron'um schreberi 

(Brid.) S preng. Other species which prefcr moist, cooler conditions were abundant, 

including Anemone nemorosa L. and Arctostophylos uva-ursi (L.) Spreng. These sites 

also retained some of the species that prefer open drier habitat such as Andropogon 

gerardi. P. schreberi was the dominant species in three of the four 40 year old sites 

These sites were dominated to an even greater extent than the 25 year old sites by 

vegetation species which prefer moistex cooler conditions. These species include 

Maianthernwn carutdense Desf. and Oryropsis asperifolia Michx. 



Principal Coinponents Anaiysis of vegetation sWes 

Rkicipal Components Analysis (PCA) of the most common vegetation species 

(percentage of each species sampIed > 1% of the totai gromd cover samp1ed within the 

site). In the sites produced an ordination diagram in which the combinexi eigenvalue of the 

6 r s t  two axes explained 50.2 46 of the total variation (Fig. 17). The fmt axis separated 

the sites mainiy on the basis of age. Axis 2 appears to separate sites of intermediate age. 

The five year old sites w a e  separated h m  the remainder of the age classes and were 

placed at the positive end of axis 1. Moving toward the negative end of axis 1 the sites 

were then plami in order of increasing age fkom the 15 year old sites through the 40 year 

old sites. The eigenvector elements of some vegetation species which are characteristic of 

open dry habitats such as Pou compressa L., Cmex rossii Boott and K. gracilis, have a 

strong positive correlation to axis 1 and were responsible for dictating the distribution of 

the five year old sites at the positive end of axis 1. The eigenvectors of dark, cool adapted 

vegetation species such as P schreberi, Dicranwn polysetzm Sw. and M. canadense were 

strongly negatively correlated with axis 1 and were responsible for placing the 40 year old 

sites at the negative end of axis 1. The second axis seemed to separate the sites on the 

bais of degree of openness of the sites. Amorpha cunescenr Pursh, Sylnporicarpos albu 

(L.) Blake and Monnrdafrstulosa L. played a strong role in placing the more closeci sites 

at the positive end of axis 2, while Arctostaphylos uva-wsi (L.) Spreng. was instrumental 

in placing the more open sites at the negative end of axis 2. 

In 1994, the ordination diagram was similar to that of the previous year. The first 

two axes explained 5 1.1 % of the totai variation of the axes (Figure 18). As with 1993, 
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the separation dong axis 1 was on tk bais  of stand age with the five year old sites 

strongiy associated with the positive end of axis l. 

Canonical Correspondence Anaiysis - Vegetation species and enirimnmental 

variables. Canonical Comspondence Analysis (CCA) of vegetation @es with 

environmental variables produced an ordination with a high degree of covariability arnong 

the environmental variables. Forward selection was used to detennine which of the 

environmentai variables was most important in expiahhg the trends in the vegetation data. 

Monte Carlo testing of the environmental variables determined that only mean light 

intensity was signincant. The use of only one environmental variable results Ui an 

ordination diagram in which a l l  sites are aiigned dong axis 1. To increase the 

dirnensionality, the second most important environmental variable as detennined by 

forward selection, coefficient of variation of iight intensity, was added. 

In the CCA diagram of 1993 vegetation species and the two environmental 

variables. mean light intensity and coefficient of variation of light intensity, the first two 

axes accounted for 23.6% of the variation in the species data 19). In 1994, the 

fist two axes accounted for 21.7% of the variance (Figure 20). The arrangement of the 

sites and vegetation species was very similar to the PCA ordination diagrams. The trend 

was for the Young, open sites to be strongly comlated with the positive end of axis 1. 

while the more closed, older forest sites were placed at the negative end of axis 1. One 

exception was the placement of the site B25A, which was very strongly cornlated with 

axis 2. The placement of this site may be attribua to the very high degree of variability 



in light intensity within the site (Table 2). 

Butterilies 

Number of buttemy speries and individu& coilecteâ 

A total of 58 Spenes wae colleaed diirllig the course of the Stlidy; 48 species 

were coiiected in 1993 and 55 species were collected in 1994 (Appendix 9 III). Of the 

totai numbers coilected, the nwnbers coilected in bait traps wae: 321 individuals 

representing 15 species in 1993 and 660 individuals representing 17 species in 1994 

(Appendix m). The numbers of individuals of each species and the date of collection has 

k e n  recorded (Appendix IV). 

The single dominant butterfly species for each flight pe.rïod is given and the three 

dominant species of the entire collection period are given for each site for 1993 (Table 4) 

and 1994 (Table 5). The five year old sites were dominated by species such as BuLuria 

be!iona (Fabricius), SpeyeM aphrodite (Fabricius) and CercyoniS pegala (Fabricius). The 

dominant species found in the 15 year old sites included species such as C. pegolo, S. 

aphrodite, Limenitis arthemis (Drury) and Colias interior Scudder. In the 25 year old 

stands, species which prefer foresteci habitat such as Enodia a~hedon (A. EL Clark) and 

Nymphalis ontiopa (Linnaeus) were the most abundant species collecteù. The 40 year 

old stands are characterized by a demase in the numbers of open habitat species and are 

dominated by forest i n h a b i ~ g  species such as Emdia anthedon, Pdygonia faww (W. H. 

Edwards) and CeiamiM argiolur (Linnaeus). In 1994, Oeneis macounii (W. H. 

Edwards) was abundant in the three older age classes. 
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in 1993, type of regtueration (Fb7 = 0.968), stand age (F3,7 = 4344) and the 

interaction of the two (F,, = 0.437) had no significant tc&ct on the mean nmnber of 

buttefies per site. The nurnber of battedhes collectexi peaked in the 25 year old sites for 

both planted and n a t d  stands 21). SimiIatly, in 1994 none of type of 

regeneration (FI,, = 00.û1). stand age (F,, = 3.188) and the interaction of the two 

(F,, = 0.308) were found a be sigrllficant when testai by analysis of variance. AS in 

1993, the number of butterfles collected in 1994 ~eaLed in the 25 year old age cIass 

(Figure 22). 

Stand age (F,, = 5.152; P c 0.05) was foumi to have a significant effect on the 

mean number of spezies per site in 1993. The number of @es collected in 1993 peaked 

in the 15 year old sites for the planted stands and in the 25 year old stands for the natural 

sites but neither type of regeneration (F,,, = 0.222) nor its interaction with stand age v3., 
= 1.525) was significant (Figure 23). In 1994, neither the type of regeneratïon (F,, = 

0.840), stand age (F,, = 3.706) nor the interaction of the two (F,, = 0.855) had a 

significant effect on the rnean number of species per site. The same trend was observed in 

1994, with number of species peaking in the 15 year old stands for the planted sites, and 

later in the 25 year old stands for the natural sites (Figure 24). 

Butte* a diversity 

Alpha diversity, as indicated by the log series alpha, peaked in the 15 year age c k s  

for the planted stands and peaked in the 25 year age class for the natural sites (Figure 27). 

The naturai stands in the five year old age class had much higher values for the log series a 
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than did the planted stands. The 40 year old sites wcre quite simüar in rhWr values. An 

analysis of variance of the log series a index fa brittciflies in 1993 indicated diat type of 

regeneration (F,, = 6533; P < 0.05') and the interaction of treabntnt type aad stand age 

0 5 . 7  = 8.548; P c 0.01) were statistically signüicant, but stand age (F,, = 2.205) was not. 

In 1994, none of type of regeneration (F,, = 0.575). stand age (F3,, = 1.691) nor the 

interaction of the two (F,, = 1.143) were significant. As widi 1993, the log s a k  a ùdex 

for buttemies colfected in 1994 peaked in the 15 year age class for the planteci sites and in 

the 25 year age class for the natural sites (Figure 28). Both the five year old sites and the 

40 year old sites had quite similar values of a diversity. In both years the 15 and 25 year 

old replicates within each treatment type were quite variable. 

In 1993, type of regeneration had a significant effm on the Berger Parka index of 

dominance in both the first (F,, = 7.115; P < 0.05) and second (FII = 5.824; P < 0.05) 

flight penods. The degree of dominance peaked in the 15 year old naturai stands and in 

the 25 year old planted stands. Planted stands exhibited a greater degree of variabüity 

between replicates. Buttefies fiom the second Eght p e n d  exhibited a -ter degree of 

dominance than did the butterflies from the first flight period (Figure 25). In 1994, none 

of neaunent type (F,, = 0.5 12). stand age (F,, = 0.492) nor the interaction of marnent 

type and stand age (F,, = 0.823) were statisticaiiy significant. Sunilar to 1993, the 

bunerflies nom the second flight period exhibited a greater degree of dominance. The 

planted stands were more variable than the natural stands between replicates (Fig. 26). 



Butterfiy diversity 

in 1993, a paired t-test of Kendall's t showed that planted stands and nabaral 

stands did not signifïcantly Mer (t = 1.363 ; df.  = 2) in degree of similatity between 

repiicates (Fig. 29). In 1994, planted stands had a greater degree of similanty between 

replicates (t = -5.057; df. = 2; P < 0.05) than did naairal stands, and thus plantations were 

significantly lower in beta diversity than naturaily ngenerated stands (Fig. 30). 

When naturai and planted stand replicates were cornparcd using Smenson's 

coefficient of similarity, planted and naturai stands did not significantly differ in either 

1993 (t=1.362; d.f. = 2) (Fig. 3 1) or in 1994 (t=1.605; d l .  = 2) (Fig. 32). 

Ordination analysis of butterfîy species 

Correspondence Analysis. In 1993, the Conespondence Analysis of the most common 

butter£ly species in the sites produced an ordination diagram in whkh the combined 

eigenvalue of the first two axes was 0.404, which explained 36.0 46 of the variation in the 

data set (Fig. 33). The five year old sites are separated fiom the remainder of the sites, 

and are strongiy correlated with the positive end of axis 1. The eigenvector elements of 

open habitat buttedy species such as Euchlue amonides (Lucas) and C. pegala have a 

strong positive correlation with axis 1 and were the main b u t t d y  species responsible for 

dictating the distribution of the five year old sites at the positive end of the first axis. The 

15 year old sites were separated h m  the remainder of the older sites, however the 25 and 

40 year old sites were largely clustered together. 

As a result of the clustering, the five year old sites were discarded and an 
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ordination was performed on the remahhg age classes. Specïes used in this ordination 

were the more abundant specïes collected (number of each species collected > 1% of the 

total number of buttedies coileçted). The rdting ordination diagram was produced in 

which the combined eigenvalue of the first two axes was 0.258, which explained 51.4% of 

the total variation around the axes @gme 34). Axis 1 separated the sites on the basis of 

stand age with the younger sites located on the positive end of axis 1 and the older sites 

associated with the negative end of axis 1. Axis 2 separated the sites also on the bais of 

stand age with the older sites at the negative end of axïs 2 and the younger sites associated 

with the positive end. One exception is the placement of B15A. which is closely 

positioned to the 40 year old sites. This may be due to the high density of trees in the site. 

giving a stronger degree of canopy closure than the other 15 year old sites. 

[n 1994, an ordination diagram was produced in which the combined eigenvdue of 

the fust two axes was 0.406, which expiained 41.9 % of the total variation around the 

axes (Fig. 35). As with 1993, the five year old sites were again separated off fiom the rest 

of the age groups. The eigenvectors of some the butterfiy species charactenstic of open 

habitats such as Nymphalis milberti (Godart), Erynnis icelus (Scudder & Burgess) and C. 

pegala are associated strongly with the negative end of axis 1 and were the main buttedly 

species responsible for d i c t a ~ g  the distribution of the 5 year old sites at the negative end 

of the first axis. 

The five year old sites were discardeci h m  the 1994 data set and an ordination 

was performed on the rernaining age classes. In the resulting ordination diagram, the 

combined eigenvalue of  the first two axes was 0.302, which explained 62.2% of the total 
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variation around the axes (Fïgme 36). Axk 1 seplnatcd the sites on the degree of iïght 

intensity. Strongly associami with the positive end of axk 1 w a e  the darkest sites, P25A 

and B40A. These sites were associateci with butterfly species which prefa darlra habitats 

such as C. mgiolus and E. anthedon. The younga, open sites were associateci with the 

negative end of axis 1. Their placement at this end of the axk was dictated by buttedy 

species associated with more open habitats, such as C. pegaîa and C. interor. 

Canonical Correspondenœ Analysis - Butterflics wïth their fdplants. Canonical 

correspondence analysis (CCA) was perfomied on a number of butiatly species and 

several vegetation species. The vegetation species were selected in a two step process. 

The first step involved using the forward selection procedure in CANûCO. The second 

process involved the production of severai ordination diagrams of buttedy species with 

their respective food plants. From diese processes, vegetation species were selected to 

produce a CCA diagram Only the three older age classes were used. An ordination 

diagram was produced in which the cornbuied eigenvdue of the first two ordination axes 

was 0.272 which explained 51.22 of the variance around the axes (Figure 37). Both 

butterfly species and vegetation species were responsible for site placement At the 

positive end of axis 1 were the 15 year old sites. Species in CA ordinations that were 

associated with younger sites are again responsible for the placement of the younger sites. 

These species include C. interior, C. pegala and P. batesii. Simiiarly, the p s  O. 

pwcgens is associated with the younger sites. At the negative end of axis 1 are the two 25 

year old planted sites. The very high degree of dominance of a single species, E. 
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anthedon, is responsible for their location in the ordination diagram The 40 year old sites 

and the 25 year old natural stands are intermediate dong axis 1 as they wae not stmngly 

dominated by any of the species more cornmon in the younger sites. In ail the ordinations 

performed, certain b u u y  species were associated with  the^ food plants. For example, 

C. inwor  is associated with its foodplant, V. angrcstifoliwn. Other specits such as E. 

martiaIis was not usuaily strongly associateci with its host plant, C. ovmu~. 

The data fÎom 1994 produced an ordination diagram in which the combined 

eigenvalue of the first two ordination axes was 0.354 which explained 59.2% of the 

variance around the axes (Figure 38). The distribution of sites and species was simiIar to 

that observed in 1993 with the sites king separated on the basis of degree of openness. 

The species distribution pattern was much the same as that observed in 1993. 

Canonid Correspondence Analysis - Butterflies and environmental variables. 

Canonical Correspondence Analysis of butterfly species with enwonmental variables 

produced an ordination with a high degree of covariability among the environmental 

variables. Forward selection was used to detemiine which of the environmental variables 

were most Unportant in explaining the trends in the vegetation data. Monte Car10 testhg 

of the environmental variables detennined that only mean light in~nsity was signifiant 

The use of only one environmental variable results in an ordination diagram in which al l  

sites are aligned dong axis 1. To increase the dimensionality, a second envimnrnental 

variable, mean tree density (100 m2), was added. 

In the CCA diagram of 1993 butterfiy species and the two environmental variables, 
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mean iight intensity and coefficient of vanation of light intcnsity, the nrst two axes 

accounted for 30.0% of the variation in the species &ta (Figure 39). In 1994, the nrsi 

two axes accounted for 30.7% of the variance (F@re 40). nie anangement of the sites 

and buttedy species was very similar to the CA ordination diagrams. The trend was for 

the Young, open sites to be saongly associated with higher values of mean Iight inaisity, 

while the more closed, older forest sites were associated with the opposite end of the mis. 

One exception was the placement of the site B ISA, which was very strongiy associatexi 

with mean tcee density. The placement of this site may be amibuted to the very high tree 

density within the site (Table 2). 

Motbs 

Number of moth speeies and nurnber of individuais ailleded 

A total 233 species were coilected during the course of the study;l93 species were 

coiiected in 1993 and 206 species were coilected in 1994 (Appendix V). AU individuals 

coilected were collecteci fkom the light traps. The nurnbers of individuals of each species 

and the date of collection has ken recorded (Appendix VI). 

The three dominant moth species of the entire collection pend are given for each 

site for 1993 and 1994 (Table 8). The five year old sites were dominated by species such 

as Enargia decolor (Waker) and species in the genus Abagrotis. The dominant species in 

the 15 year old sites included Edithis explanata (Walker), Itume occiduana (Packard) 

and Nycteolafngida~ (Walker). In the 25 year old sites the dominant species included 

those found in the 15 year old sites and Carlpero ungustiorata Walker. In the 40 year old 
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age class, the most abundant @es included those f o d  in the 25 year age c h ,  

although N . f n g .  was less prevalent. Specks such as N.fngi&mz and rnernbers of 

the genus Itanze are comrnon to all age ciasses (Table 8). 

In 1993, neither type of regeneration (F,, = 0.282) nor the interaction of 

regeneration type with stand age (F,, = 0.722) were signifïcant, but stand age 

(F,, = 7.521; P < 0.05) had a significant effect on the mcan number of moths collected 

per site. In gened, the mean number of moths increased with an increase in stand age, 

peaking in the 40 year age class (Fig- 41). The same general trend was observed in 1994, 

except that the number of moths peaked in the 25 year old sites in the n a d  stands rather 

than the 40 year old sites as was the case in 1993. The number of moths collected in the 

planted stands peaked in the 40 year age class in 1994 as it did in 1993 (Fig. 42). Al1 of 

regeneration type (F,, = 8.756; P < O.OS), stand age (F,, = 19.544; P < 0.001) and the 

interaction term (F3, = 6.096; P < 0.05) were signincant for the mean number of moths 

collected in 1994. 

The mean number of species of moths collected in 1993 and 1994 showed the 

sarne uends as were observed for the mean number of moth individuals. Planted stands 

peaked in the 40 year age class in both years, the naturai stands peaked in the 40 year age 

class in 1993 and in the 25 year age class in 1994 (Figs. 43,44). In 1993, only stand age 

(F ,, = 1 1.322; P < 0.01) had a significant effect on mean nurnber of moth species, and 

type of regeneration (FI,, = 0.040) and the interaction term (F,,= 0.215) were not 

significant. In 1994, all of type of regeneration(F,,, = 18.361; P < 0.01), stand age (F,, = 

72.178; P < 0.00 1) and the interaction term (F,, = 10.948; P < 0.01) had a sigaincant 



effect on the mean n u m k  of moth @es. 

Moth ac diversity 

An analysis of variance of the log &es a for moths in 1993 indicated that stand 

age (F,, = 4.736; p c 0.05) was statistically significant, but neither regeneration type (F,, 

= 0.243) nor the interaction term (F,, = 0.407) were. Log series a vaIues for naturd 

stands peaked in the 25 year age class. while in the planted stands, log &es a values 

peaked in the 40 year age class (Fg. 46). in general, diere was an increase in a divetsity 

with an increase in age in 1993. The replicates within each treatment type / age class were 

quite variable. In 1994, al1 of regeneration type (F, = 7.817; P c 0.05), stand age (F3, = 

27.395; P c 0.00 1) and die interaction term (F,, = 6.367; P c 0.05) were signincant. 

Alpha diversity values for naturai stands increased with incxeasing age @g. 47). The 

values for the natural stands were quite variable in the 25 year age class but were stable in 

the other age classes. The planted stands showed the same general trend. but the a values 

dropped in the 25 year age class before peaking in the 40 year age class. The planted 

stands were more variable than the naturai stands in alI but the 25 year age class. 

In 1993, none of type of r e g e n d o n  (FI, = 5.047). stand age fi,, = 1.181) nor 

the interaction of the two (F3, = 2.71 1) had a significant effect on the Berger Parker index 

of dominance. The planted stands exhibited a higher degree of dominance than was 

observed in the naturai stands in a l l  but the youngest age class. The de- of dominance 

was fairly unifom across al i  age classes (Figure 45). In 1994, only stand age (F,,, = 

17.890; P < 0.00 1) was statisticaily significant. Neither type of regeneration (F,, = 0.968) 
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nor the intexaction of the mo (F,, = 1.035) was sipnincan~ ~ 0 t h  planted and n a W y  

regenerated stands exhiited a si& de- of dominance. The lm1 of dominance 

peaked in the five year old stands and decreased with increasing stand age mgme 45). 

Moth fl diversitg 

in 1993. a paireci t-test of Kendall's s showed that there was no significant 

difference between planted and natinal stands (t = 0.422; d-f. = 2) (Fg. 48). Plantexi and 

n a d  stands did not differ sisnificantly in 1994 (t = -1.183; df. = 2). however, the 25 

and 40 year old pianted stands were much more simïlar than were the natural stands (Fig. 

49). 

When S@rensonfs coefficient was used to detemhe the degree of similarity 

between replicates, no significant difference (t = 0.688; df. = 2) was observed between 

planted and naniral stands in 1993 and the amount of ciifference between planted and 

naniml stands was iess than that observai when Kendall's s was used (Fg. 50). In 1994, 

again there was no signincant difference between planted and natural stands (t = -0.375; 

d.f. = 2). As with 1993, the planted and natural stands differed less in degree of similarity 

than when calculated with Kendall's s (Fig. 51). 

Ordination analysis of motb species 

Correspondenœ andysis. In 1993, the Conespondence Analysis of the most common 

1110th species in the sites produced an ordination diagram in which the combmed 

eigenvalue of the b t  two axes was 0.54 and thus explained 27.2 % of the variation 
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around the ams fig. 52). As with the ordination dia- of the vegetation species and 

the butterflies, the five year old sites are separated fiom the rest of the age classes. The 

eigenvector elernents of som of the moth spacies which prefer open habitats such as 

Leucania commoidos, A p m ~ e a  corrm~~& (Waller) and Rhyncagrotik anchocelbides 

(Guenée) have a strong positive correlation to axis 1 and were nsponsible for dictating the 

distribution of the 5 year old sites at the positive end of the h t  axk. 

The five year old sites were removed and an ordination was perforrneù on the most 

abundant moth species of the remainïng age classes (ntimber ofeach species cokted > 

1% of the total number of moths coilected). An ordination diagram was producd in 

which the combined eigenvaiues of the h t  two axes was 0.225 which explaineci 60.6% of 

the ordinates' variance amund the axes (Figure 53). Axis 1 separated the sites on the basis 

of age. The younger sites are correlated with the positive end of axis 1 and the older sites 

are correlated with the negative end. 

In 1994, the ordination diagram was similar to that of the previous year. The first 

two axes had a combined eigenvalue of 0.441 which eqlaiaed 26.9 46 of the ordinates' 

variation around the axes (Fig. 54). The five year old sites were again separated fiorn the 

remaining age classes and the positive end of axis 1. The eigenvectors of open habitat 

moth species such as Xylomyges ddosa Grote, Sicya macularia (Hams), Caenurgirza 

crassiuscula (Haworth), and Amathes coilaris (Grote & Robinson) have a strong positive 

correlation to axis 1 and were the main moth species responsible for dictating the 

distribution of the 5 year old sites at the positive end of the h t  axis. 

Again, the five year old sites were mnoved and an ordination was perforrned on 
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the remaining age classes. An ordination diagram was pmduced in which the combineci 

eigenvalue of the fist two axes was 0.164 whidi eqlained 54.6% of the ordinatest 

variance around the axes 55). Axis 1 separated the sites on the basis of age. The 

younger sites are correlated with the positive end of axis 1 and the older sites are 

correlated with the negative end. 

Canonid Correspondence Anaiysis - Moths with their foodplants 

An ordination was pedormed on a number of monophagous and polyphagous 

moth species and their respective foodplants. Only the three 01der age ciasses wcre used. 

An ordination diagram was produced in which the combined eigenvaiue of the fist two 

ordination axes was 0.226 which explaineci 56.0% of the ordinates' variance around the 

axes (Figure 56). Both moth species and vegetation species were responsible for site 

placement Axis 1 separated the sites primarily on the basis of age, with the younger sites 

correlated with the positive end of the axis. Axis 2 separated the sites on the basis of 

degree of openness, the darker sites most strongly correlateci with the positive end of the 

axis. As was the case with the buttedies, moth species tend to be placed in the sarne 

region as their foodplants in the ordination diagram. For example Clemensia albata 

Packard, which is more comrnonly found in forest sites of intermediate to older aga, is 

strongly associated with its foodplants, the lichens in the genus CladiM. From other 

ordinations, it was observed that this was not always the case for al l  moth @es, as is 

exemplified by Euchluerua obtusaria (Hübner) which was not strongly associated with its 

food plant, Rosa acicularis Lindl.. 
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An ordination diagram of the 1994 data, in which the wmbined eigenvaiue of the 

6rst two axes was 0.125, which explained 43.6% of the variance amund the axes (Figure 

57). The distribution of sites and species was simjlar to that obswed in 1993 with the 

sites king separateci on the basis of degree of opemess. The species distribation pattern 

was much the same as that observed in 1993. 

Canonid Correspondence Analysis - Moths and environmentaî variables. 

Canonical Correspondence Analysis (CCA) of moth species with environmental variables 

produced an ordination with a hi@ degree of covariability arnong the environmental 

vafiables. Forward selection was used to determine which of the environmental variables 

was mot important in explaining the trends in the vegetation data. Monte Car10 testing of 

the environmental variables deteminecl that ody mean light intensity was significant The 

use of only one environmental variable resuits in an ordination diagram in which all des 

are aligned dong axis 1. To inaease the dimensiondity, a second environmental variable, 

mean tree density, was added. 

in the CCA diagram of 1993 moth species and the two environmental variables, 

mean iight intensity and coefficient of variation of light intensity, the first two axes 

accounted for 2 1.7% of the variation in the species data (Figure 58). ln 1994, the first 

two axes accounted for 24.88 of the variance (Figure 59). The arrangement of the sites 

and moth species was very similar to the CA ordination diagrams. The trend was for the 

more open sites to be strongly correlateci with the positive end of axir 1, while the more 

closed, older forest sites were placed at the negative end of axis 1. 



Tabk 1. Site description, tacotion, phtalion size and soü series. 

Site TYPCO~ Age Chus Section Year of Planîatbn Soiî Type* 
Regtnerahn (y-4 Township WC or Shc (ha) (mries or compkl) 

Range 

BSA Natunl 5 N W 244-1 OE 1987 NIA hdUlaS-Woocirid(e 

BSB Nabrai S NW 19-5-1OE 1987 NIA 8indi)siidr 

PS A P b t d  S SW 28-S-lOE 1989 4 k d i u i d r  

PSB PlPntcd 5 SW 16-5-10E 1989 6 S ~ d i l a i i d i  

Bl5A Naturai 15 SW 13-4-10E 1974 NIA SuidUiaQ-W-e 

PlSA Planted 15 SE 20-6-10E 1978 I l  Siadihadrdr4.lhrptlt 

PlSB P b t d  1s NP: 2649E 1976 8 SladiiiirA.-Wdrid(8 

825A N 8 ï U d  25 NE 23410E 1964 NIA Sraaih~da-WOOaddp 

B2SB Natuni 25 SE 234.9E 1963 NIA wdid ls  

P25A Plaakd 25 NE 3-5-9E l%St 16 wO4J-b 

PUB Plaattd 25 SW 3649E 1904) 25 h d i h &  

B40A N i î u d  40 NE 22-3-12E 1946 NIA Woodridge-Lo#rrad-Kary 





Table 3. 

PSA 114OM 

Pm 114oOo 

BlSA 45024 

P1SA 63567 

P15B 86040 







Table 6. Butterfly d skipper specks distribution by family witbin aU sites (1W3 and 1994). 

Famiiy Year BOSA BOSB POSA POSB BlSA PlSA PlSB B25A B2SB PLSA PLSB BOOA B4ûB P4ûA P4ûB 

Saty t h e  1993 
1994 



Tribk 7. Buttefly Pnd skipper specics distribution by fm strategy witbin di sites (1993 and 1990). 
J 

F m b g  Ymr BOSA BOSB POSA POSB BlSA PlSA P15B BMA 8258 P25A P25B M A  BlOB PlOA W B  
Straîe#y 





Table 9. Motb species dbrlributioa by frimily wlthin all rites (1993 and 1940). 

MY Year BOSA BOSB POSA POSB BISA P15A PlSB B25A B25B P25A P25B B40A MO0 PlOA P4B 



Tabk 10. Math specm distribution by feediag strategy wiîhin aU sites (1993 and 1994). 

Feeding Ymr BOSA BOS6 POSA POSB BlSA PlSA PlSB B25A B25B P25A P25B B4ûA BJOB PlbA P4ûB 
Sîratcgy 



Figure 1. Location of study sites in the S a n M s  Rovinciai Fores& 
located in southeastern Manitoba. Sites arc represented by (e). 
Code description fot sites may be found in Table 1. @ap 
obtained fiom Surveys and Mapping Branch, Department of 
Energy, Mines and Resources, Ottawa, Canada). 





Figure 2. Schematic representation of light intemity sampling pattern 
within study plots in the SandiIands Provincial Forest Each 
X represents the location within the site where a single 
rneasurement of Iight intensity was taken. The scales repsent 
the dimensions of the one hectare plot and are in ten mem increments. 
Direction was measured fkom east to West and north to south. 
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram of a Luminoc@ (Biocom, 1992) light ûap used for 
coilection of rnoths. (Modifieci fkom Biocom, 1992) 
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Figure 4. Monthly totals of precipitation (mm) in 1993 (A-) and 1994 (W-) 
at the Winnipeg International Airport for the months of April through 
September. Data obtained fiom Environment Canada monthly summaries. 





Figure 5. Monthiy totals of bright sunshine (hours) in 1993 (A-) and 1994 (E) 
at the WuLnipeg International Airport for the months of April through 
Sep tember. 





Figure 6. Monthly mean tempera- (OC) in 1993 (A-) and 1994 (&-) at the 
Winnipeg International Ahpn for the months of April through September. 





Figure 7. Mean daytirne au temperatures at a height of one meae in 5 year old 
(C), 15 year old (A--), 25 year old (&-)and 40 year old (+-) 
planted and natudy regenerated stands located in the Sandilands 
Provincial Forest Tyne is expressed in weeks starting with "week l", 
which corresponds to the week of April25,1995. 
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Figure 8. Mean night t h e  air temperature at a height of one mene in 5 year old 
(S), 15 year old (A--), 25 year old (m-) and 40 year old (*-) 
planted and naturaily regenerated stands located in the Sandilands 
Provincial Forest T i e  is expressed in weeks starting with "week ln, 
which corresponds to the week of April25, 1995. 
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Figure 9. Mean daytime air temperature at a height of one metre, in planmi (E) 
and n a d y  regenerated (A-) stands of the four age classes for stands 
locatad in the Smdilands Provinciai Forest Time is expressed in weeks 
starting with "week 1", which corresponds to the week of April25, 1995. 
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Figure 10. Mean night time air temperatures at a height of one me=, in planted (&-) 
and naturally regenerated (A-) stands of the four age classes Ltxated in 
the Sandilands Provincial Forest. Tiie is expressed in weeks starting with 
"week l", which conesponds to the week of April25,1995. 
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Figure 1 1. The effects of stand age on mean light intensity (lux) of each stand at a 
height of 2 m in planteci (E-) and naturally regenerated (A-) 
stands in 1994. (Error bars represent standard error; no replication of 15 
year old nawaily regenerated stand.) 
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Figure 12. The effects of stand age on the mean coefficient of variation of light 
intensity in planted (m-) and naturaiIy regenerated (A-) stands in 1994. 
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Figure 13. The effects of stand age on mean nee density (trees per 100 mZ) in planteci 
(i-) and naturaily regenerated (A-) stands. (Error bars represent 
standard error; no replication of 15 year old naturally regenerated stand.) 
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Figure 14. The effects of stand age on the coefficient of variation within sites of tree 
density in planted (m-) and naturally regenerated (A-) stands. 
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Figure 15. The effects of stand age on the mean numbea of ground vegetation 
species sampled in planted (&-) and naûnally regenerated (A-) 
stands in 1993. (Error bars represent standard error. no replication of 15 
year old naturally regenerated stand.) 





Figure 16. The effects of stand age on the mean number of ground vegetation 
@es sampled in planted (E) and naturaily regenaated (A-) 
stands in 1994. (Error bars represent standard error; no replication of 15 
year old nanirally regenerated stand.) 





Figure 17. Ground vegetation data (1993). PCA ordination diagram with 
site scores (*) and species scores (a); first axïs (horizontal) has an 
eigenvaiue of 0.337 = 33.7 8 and the second axis, (vertical) has an 
eigenvalue of 0.165 = 16.5%. 

Key to vegetation species: amelanch = Amelanchier alnifolia, amorpha = 
Amorpha canescenr, andropog = Andropogon gerardi, anempat = 
Anemone patens, apocynum = Apocynwn an&osaen@oliwn, arctost = 
Arctostaphyios uva-ursi, aster1 = Aster luevis, carexpen = Carex 
pensylvanica, carexric = Carex richardsonii, carexros = Carex rossii, 
cmitis = Cladina mitis, cmgif = Cludina rang#ieriina, cladonia = 
CIadonia spp., cornus = Cornus canadensis, dicranum = Dicranum 
polysenun, epilobiu = epilobium ungust#oliwn, @set = Equisem 
h y d e .  firemoss = Ceratodon pwpureus, bagaria = Fragaria virginiana, 
gaulther = Carcltheria procmbens, koeleria = Koeleria gracilis, maianth = 
Maianthemm canadème, monarda = Monaràufistulosa, o.asper = 
Oryzopsis arperifolia, O .pung = Oryzopsis pungens, pleuroz = Pleuroziunz 
schreberi, poa = Pou compressa, prunvirg = Prunus virginianu, pîerid = 
Preridiwn aquiliniun, pyvirens = Pyrolia virens, rhus = Rhur radieans, 
symphori = Syphoricarpos albus, vaccin = Vacciniwn angustifolium, viola 
= Viola adunca. 





Figure 18. Ground vegetation data (1994). PCA ordination diagram with 
site scores (+) and species scores (a); first axÏs (horizontal) has an 
eigenvalue of 0.324 = 32.4% and the second axis, (vertical) has an 
eigenvalue of 0.187 = 18.7%. 

Key to vegetation species: amelanch = Amelanchier alnifioIia, amorpha = 
Amrpha canescens, andropog = Andropogm germdi. arctost = 
Arctostaphylos wa-wsi, ceanoth = Ceamthur ovatus, carexpen = Carex 
penrylvanicn, c.rnitis = Cladina mitis, csangif = Cladim rangferim, 
cornus = cornus ca~densk ,  corylus = coryhs cornuta, dicranum = 
Dicranum polysenun, equiset = Equisetzm hyemale, erigexon = Erigeron 
acris, firemoss = Ceratodon pwpureus, gaulther = Gauitheria 
procumbens, heuchera = Heuchera rickrdronii, maianth = Maianthemm 
canadense, monarda = Monarda fismlosn, O-asper = Oryzopsis asperffolia. 
o.pung = Oryzopsis pungens, pleuroz = Pleurozium schreberi, poa = Poa 
compressa, polygona = Polygonahun camiiculatum, pmvug = Prunus 
virginiu~, pterid = Pteridim aquilinwn, pyvirens = Pyrolia virens, rhus = 
Rhus radicans, rosa = Rosa acicularis, rubus = Rubus idaeus, sphea = 
Spiruea alba. solidago = Solidago nemoraIis, symp hori = Syp horica'pos 
albus, vaccin = Vacciniwn angustifoiium, viola = Viola adunca. 





Figure 19. Ground vegetation and environmental data (1993). CCA ordination 
diagram with site scores (+), species scores (e) and environmentai 
variables (arrows); first axis (horizontal) has an eigenvalue of 0.2 12 = 
2 1.5% and the second axis (vertical) has an eigenvalue of 0.02 1 = 2.1 96. 

Key to vegetation species: amelanch = Amelunchier ainiJiulia, apocynum = 
Apocynwn androsaemî$oliiwn, calamovi = CaLumovi~ longijidia, cladonia 
= Ciahnia spp., c~angif = Cladha rangFerina, didicranum = Dieraniun 
poiysewn, monarda = Mo~r&fistuIosu, ppleuroz = Plewozium schreben', 
prunvirg = Prunus virginianu, solidago = Solidago nemoralis, thalicir = 
Thalicnun darycarpwn. 





Figure 20. Ground vegetation and environmental data (1994). CCA ordination 
diagram with site scores (e), species scores (e) and environmental 
variables (mows); fist axis (horizontal) has an eigenvalue of 0.238 = 
20.2% and the second axis (vertical) has an eigenvalue of 0.0 18 = 1.5%. 

Key to vegetation species: apocynum = Apocynwn androsaemifolium, 
campanul = Campanula roiunc.folia, ceanoth = Ceamthus ovaillr, cmitis 
= Ciadina mitis. polygona = Polygonunun canaliculatur, pleuroz = 
P l e u r o ~  schrebetf, selagine = Selaginella rupeslris, solidago = 
Solidago nenu>ralis, thalictr = Thiicmun darycarpwn, zizia = Zitia 
aptera. 





Figure 21. The effects of stand age on the mean nurnber of butterflies collected 
per site in pianted (6) and naturally regenerated (A-) 
smds in 1993. (Error bars represent standard error; no replication of 15 
year old nanirdy regenaated stand.) 
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Figure 22. The effects of stand age on the mean number of butterflies and skippers 
colIecteâ per site in planted (&) and naturally regenerated (A-) stands 
in 1994. (Error bars represent standard enor; no replication of 15 year old 
naturally regenerated stand.) 
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Figure 23. The effects of stand age on the mean number of butterfly and skippers 
species coilectexi in planteci (.-) and naturally regenerated (A-) 
stands in 1993. (Error bars represent standard error: no replication of 15 
year old naturally regenaated stand.) 
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Figure 24. The effects of stand age on the mean number of bunerfly and skippers 
species collected in planted (&) and naturaily regenerated (A-) 
stands in 1994. (Error bars represent standard error; no replication of 15 
year oId naturally regenerated stand.) 
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Figure 25. The eff- of stand age on the Berger Parker index of dorninance for 
bunefies and skippers collecteci in plantexi (&-) and nanirally 
regenerated (A-) stands in 1993. (Enor bars represent standard error; no 
replication of 15 year old natrirally regenerated stand.) 
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Figure 26. The eff- of stand age on the Berger Parker index of dominance for 
butterflies and skippers collected in planted (.-) and naturally 
regenerated (A-) stands in 1994. error bars represent standard error; no 
replication of 15 year old naturaily regenerated stand.) 
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Figure 27. The effects of stand age on the log senes or index for butkrfiies and 
skippers in planteci (&-) and naturaily regenerated (A-) stands in 1993. 
(Error bars represent standard error; no replication of 15 year old naturally 
regenerated stand.) 
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Figure 28. The effects of stand age on the log series a index for buttedies and 
skippers in planted (m-) and naturaüy regenerated (A-) stands in 
1 994.(Error bars represent standard enor; no replication of 15 year old 
naniraiiy regenerated stand.) 
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Figure 29. The effects of stand age on Kendall's r index of similarity for 
butterflies and skippers in planted (&-) and natu~ally regenerated (A-) 
stands in t 993. 
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Figure 30. The effects of stand age on Kendall's t. index of simüarity for 
buttefies and skippers in planted (.-) and naturally regenerated (A-) 
stands in 1994. 
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Figure 3 1. The effects of stand age on S@rensonls coefficient of similarity 
for butterfies and skippers in planted (C) and naturally regenerated 
(A-) stands in 1993. 





Figure 32. The effects of stand age on S@ensonvs coefficient of sirnilarity 
for butterflies and skippers in planted (W-) and naturally regenerated 
(A-) stands in 1994. 
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Figure 33- Bu-y and skipper data (1993). CA ordination diagram with site scores 
(*) and species scores (a); hrst axis (horizontal) has an eigenvalue of 
0.225 = 20.1% and the second axis, (vertical) has an eigenvalue of 0.179 = 
15.9%. 

Key to Lepidoptera species are: arnbvia = Ambiyscirtes vialis, carpal = 
Carterocephalus paiuemon, celarg = Cehstnha argioh~, cerpeg = 
Cercyonis pegafa, danple = D a ~ u s  piaFippus, enoant = Enodia anthedon, 
eryice = Erynnis icelus, erymar = EryMis rnwtiulis, eucaus = Euchloe 
ausonides, eveamy = Everes amyntula, hartit = Harkencenus titirs, h a r c  
= Limenitis archippus, limart = Limenitis orthemis, nymant = Nymphulis 
antiopa. papgla = Pnpilio glaucus, phymor = Phyciodes morpkus, phytha 
= Phyciodes tharos, pienap = PierLr  pi. pierap = Pieris rapae, poahob = 
Poanes hobomok, polpro = Polygonia progne, satlip = Satyrim liparops, 
speaph = Speyeria aphrodite. 





Figure 34. B u W y  and skipper data with 5 year old sites removed (1993). CA 
ordination diagram with site scores (+) and +es scores (O); fkst axis 
(horizontal) has an eigenvalue of 0.156 = 3 1.1% and the second axis, 
(vertical) has an eigenvaiue of 0.102 = 20.3%. 

Key to Lepidoptera species are: celarg = Celastrina argioluî, cerpeg = 
Cercyonis pegala, coht  = Coliar interior. enoant = Enodia unthedon, 
giaiyg = Glaucopsyche &gdamw, Limart = Lintenitis orthemis, nymant = 
Nymphalis antiopa,phybat = Phyciodes butesii. poahob = P oanes 
hobomok, satlip = Saryrium lipmops, speatl = Speyeria atluntis, specyb = 
Speyeria cybele. 





Figure 35. Buttedy and skipper data (1994). CA ordination diagram with site scores 
(4) and species scores (a); nrSt axis (horizontal) has an eigenvalue of 
0.268 = 27.6% and the second mis, (vertical) has an eigenvahe of 0.138 = 
14.3%. 

Key to Lepidoptera species are: arnbvia = Aniolyscirtes vialis, carpal = 
Carterocephal1~~ palaermn, cerpeg = Cercyonis pegala, colphi = Coliar 
philodice, enoant = Enodia anthedon? erybri = ErynnîF brizo, eryice = 
Erynnis icelus, fentar= Feniseca turquinus, hartit = Hwkenclenus tiîus, 
nymant = Nymphalis antiopu, nynmiilz Nymphalis mifberti, oenmac = 
OeneLr macounii. phyrnor = P hyciodes morpheu~, poahob = Poanes 
hobond, polfau = Polygonia faum, polpro = Polygonia progne, speaph 
= Speyeriu ophrodite, vanata = Vanessa ata&znta. 





Figure 36. Butterîiy and skipper data with 5 year old sites rernoved (1994). CA 
ordination diagram with site scores (*) and species scores (O); fïrst axis 
(horizontal) has an eigenvalue of 0.186 = 38.2% and the second a is ,  
(vertical) has an eigenvalue of O. 1 16 = 24.0%. 

Key to Lepidoptera species are: celarg = Celusmina mgiolur, cerpeg = 
CercyonlS pegaia, colint = Colias interior, enoant = Enodia unthedon, 
glaiyg = Glaucopsyche fygdmus, hartit = Harkenclenus titrcr, nyrnant = 
Nyrnphalis antiopa, pienap = Pieris napi, poahob = Poanes hobomok, 
speati =Speyeria atlann's. 





Figure 37. Butterfiy, skipper and vegetaàon data (1993). CCA ordination diagram 
with site scores (a). butterfly species scores (e) and environmental 
variables (anows); first axîs (horizontal) has an eigenvalue of 0.189 = 
35.6% and the second axis (vertical) has an eigenvalue of0.083 = 15.646 

Key to Lepidoptera species are: bolbel = Boloria bellom, caipol = 
Callophrys polios, celarg = cela mi^ mgiolur, cerpeg = Cercyonis 
pegala? coht = Coiiar interior, enoant = Emdia anthedon, eucaus = 
Euchloe awonidès, h a r t  = Limenitis arthemris, nymant = Nympholis 
antiupa, phybat = Phyciodes batesii, pienap = Pieris p pi, satlip = 
Satyrirun liparops. speatl= Speyeria atlantis, specyb = Speyeriia cybele. 

The vegetation species are: ceanoth = Ceamthus ovatus, c.mitis = C l a d i ~  
mitis, o.pung = Oryropsis pungens, pleuroz = PleuroRum schreberi, vaccin 
= Vacciniwn angustifoliwn. 





Figure 38. Butterfiy, skipper and vegetation data (1994). CCA ordination diagram 
with site scores (e), butterfly species scores (a) and environmental 
variables (arrows); e s t  axis (horizontal) has an eigenvalue of 0.189 = 
35.6% and the second axis (vertical) has an eigenvalue of 0.083 = 15.6% 

Key to Lepidoptera species are: bolbel = Boloria bellona, calpol = 
Callophrys polios, celarg = Celastrina mgiolw, cerpeg = Cercyonis 
pegaia, colint = Coliar interior, enoant = Enodia anthedon, hartit = 
Harkedenuç tiîus, h l i m a a  = Limenilis arthemis, nymant = Nymphalis 
antiopa, poahob = Poanes h o b o w  speaph = Speyeria aphrodite, vanata 
= Vanessa ataianta. 

Key to vegetation species are: c.mitis = Cladim rnitis,pleuroz = 
Pleuroziwn schrebe~, solidago = Soli&go nemoralis, vaccin = Vacciniwn 
angmfoliwn. 





Figure 39. Butterfiy, skipper and environmental data (1993). CCA ordination diagram 
with site scores (e), species scores (O) and environmental variables 
(arrows); first axis (horizontal) has an eigenvalue of 0.083 = 16.5% and the 
second axis (vertical) has an eigenvalue of 0.068 = 13.5% 

Key to Lepidoptera species are: bolbel = Boloria bellona, celarg = 
Celustrina argiolus, coht = Coliar interior, enoant = Enodia anthedon, 
glalyg = Gfaucopsyche lygààmus, ,limart = Limenitis mhentis, nymant = 
Nymphufis antiopa, satlip = Saîyrium liparops, speaph = Speyeria 
aphrodite. 

The environmental variables are: litemean = mean iight intensity, treemean 
= mean tree density per mZ. 





Figure 40. Buttemy, skipper and environmenta1 data (1994). CCA ordination diagram 
with site scores (+), species scores (a) and environmental variables 
(arrows); fkst axis (horizontal) has an eigenvahe of 0.1 16 = 23.9% and the 
second axis (vertical) has an eigenvalue of 0.033 = 6.8%. 

Key to Lepidoptera species are: celarg = C e l ~ w  argiolus, colint = 
Colias interior, enoant = Enodra anthedon, hartit = Hurkenclenus titus, 
h a r t  = Linteniris crrthemis, nymant = Nymphalls antiopa, nymmil = 
Nymphaiîs miibemo, oenmac = Oeneis macounii, pierap = Pieris rapae, 
poahob = Poanes hobomk, specyb = Speyeria cybele. 

The environmental variables are: litexnean = mean light intensi~y, treemean 
= mean tree density per m2. 





Figure 41. The effects of stand age on mean number of moths coiiecttxi 
per site in planted (W-) and naturaiîy regenerated (A-) 
stands in 1993. (Enor bars represent standard enor; no replication of 15 
year old namaiiy regenerated stand.) 
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Figure 42. The effects of ~d age on mean number of moths coiiected 
per site in planted (R-) and naturaüy regenerated (A-) 
stands in 1994. (Enor bars represent standard ermr; no replication of 15 
year old naturally regenerated stand.) 
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Figure 43. The effects of stand age on mean number of moth species coilected 
per site in planted (m-) and naturaily regenerated (A-) 
stands in 1993. (Ermr bars represent standard error; no replication of 15 
year old natiiraiiy regenerated stand.) 





Figure 44. The enects of stand age on mean number of moth species cokcted 
per site in planted (E) and n a d y  regenerated (A-) 
stands in 1994. (Error bars represent standard enor; no replication of 15 
year old naturaiiy regenerated stand.) 
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Figure 45. The effects of stand age on the Berger Parker index of dominance for 
moths collected in planted (k) and naturally regenerated (A-) 
stands in 1993 and 1994. (Emr bars represent standard error; no 
replication of 15 year old na&y regenerated stand.) 
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Figure 46. The effecis of stand age on the log series a index for moths in 
planted (&-) and naturaüy regenerated (A-) stands in 1993. (Error bars 
represent standard error; no replication of 15 year old nan~ally regenerateci 
stand.) 
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Figure 47. The effects of stand age on the log series a index for moths in 
planted (E-) and naturally regenerated (A-) stands in 1994. (Error bars 
reprcscnt standard error; no replication of 15 year old naturaily regenerated 
stand.) 
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Figure 48. The effects of stand age on Kendall's s index of similarity for 
moths in planted (m-) and naturally regenerated (A-) 
stands in 1993. 





Figure 49. The effects of stand age on Kendall's t index of similarity for 
moths in planted (m-) and naturaily regenerated (A-) 
stands in 1994- 
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Figure 50. The effects of stand age on S@rensonis coefficient of similarity 
for moths in planted (a-) and nanirally regenerated (A-) 
stands in 1993. 
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Figure 51. The effects of stand age on Sgnnson's coefficient of similarity 
for moths in planted (&-) and naturally regenerated (A-) 
stands in L994. 
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Figure 52. Moth data (1993). CA ordination diagram with site scores (4) and 
species scores (a); first axis (horizontal) has an eigenvalue of 
0.286 = 14.4% and the second axis, (vertical) has an eigenvalue of 
0.254 = 12.8%. 

Key to 1110th species are: abaalt = Abagrotis aiternata, abapla = Abagrotis 
placida, a d  = Acronicta tritom, anapre = Anaplectoides pressus, 
apacom= Apamea commoda, aphpur = Aphmetra pwpurea, eucjoh = 
Echlaem johnronmia, eucpam = Eucirrhodea pampi~, hoIfer = 
Hoiornelina ferruginosa, laclor = Lacinipulia iorea, lama = Lanbdina 
fisceilaria, Ieucom = Leucania cornmoides, lomsem = Lomogropha 
semiclarata, polnim = P dia nimbosa, pyrsoc = Pyrausta socialis, rhyanc = 
Rhynchagrotir anchcetiodes, sicmac = Sicya mculatia, synepi = 
Syngrapha epigaea, xylcur = Xylena cwvimucula, xyldol= Xyiomyges 
dolosa. 





Figure 53. Moth data with 5 year old sites removed (1993). CA ordination diagram 
with site scores (e) and species scons (O); h t  axis (horizontal) has an 
eigenvalue of 0.158 = 42.75 and the second axis, (vertical) has an 
eigenvalue of 0.067 = 17.9%. 

Key to moth species are: abaalt = Abugrotis alternata, amacol = Amuthes 
collaris, carang = Car@eta angurriorata, eulexp = Eulithis explanata, 
itaocc = Itame occidumia. lapbom = Lapara bombycoides, nepcan = 
Nepytia canosaria, ny& = Nycteolu f r i g k ,  plavid = Platysentu videm, 
polpur = Polia pwpurissatu, protra = Prochoerodes tramversuta, scoind = 
Scopu La inductutu. 





Figure 54. Moth data (1994). CA ordination diagram with site scores (e) and 
species scores (a); first axis (horizontai) has an eigenvalue of 
0.254 = 15.5% and the second a i s ,  (vertical) has an eigenvalue of 
0. 187 = 11.3%. 

Key to moth species are: abaapp = Abagrotis apposita, agmol= Agrotis 
mollis, amacol = Amathes collaris, amppyr = Amphipyra pyrcanidoidès, 
aphpur = Apharetra purpurea. autbim = Autographa birnacufata, autmap = 
Autogrupha mappa, cabvar = Cabera variolura, catbla = Catocala 
&lad ia ,  catrel = Catocala relictu, clalirn = Cladura limitaria, cycpen = 
Cyclophora pendulinannanu, enadec = Enargiu decolor, eucobt = Euchlaenu 
obtzuaria, eueatt = Eueretagrotis attenta, eulexp = Euliîhis explarwta, 
eurast = Eurois astricta, grapar = G r d a  parthenice, graW = Grmmnia 
virgo. hessul = Hesperumiu sulphurmu, holfer = Holomelina fermginosa, 
hominf = H o m o ~ n a  injka, lomsem = Lomographa semiclmata, plaanc 
= Plaspulia anceps, plavid = Platysenta videm. polimb = Polia 
imbrifera, polnim = Polia nimbusa. pro tra = Prochoerodes tramersuta, 
pyrsoc = Pyrausta socialik, sicmac = Sicyu macularia, synepi = Syngrapha 
epigaea, xylaca = Xylotype acadia, xyldol = Xylomyges dolosa. zaiaer = 
Zafe aeruginusa. 





Figure 55. Moth data with 5 year old sites removed (1994). CA ordination diagram 
with site scores (+) and species scores (a); 6rst axis (horizontai) bas an 
eigenvalue of 0.08 1 = 33.5% and the second axis, (vertical) has an 
eigenvalue of 0.05 1 = 21.1%. 

Key to moth species are: anapre = Atzaplectoiids pressur, apolib = 
Apodrepanulatrk liber&, carang = Cmpeta angurtiorata, clealb = 
Clemercsia albata, eilbic = Eilema bicolor, en& = Enmgia àècolor, 
eulexp = Eulithis explamta, itaana = [tame a ~ t m i a ,  itabm = h m  
bnuineata, itaocc = Itame occiduon~c~, lomves = Lomgrapha vestaliata, 
metiis = Metalepsisfishii, plavid = Platysenta vi&m, protra = 
Prochoerodes transversuta, scoind = Scopula inductata. 





Figure 56. Moth and environmental data (1993). CCA ordination diagram with 
site scores (*), species scores (a) and environmental variables (arrows); 
first axis (horizontal) has an eigenvalue of 0.170 = 42.0% and the second 
axis (vertical) has an eigenvalue of 0.056 = 24.0%. 

Key to moth species are:abaalt = Abagrotis a i ter~ta ,  maml = Amathes 
coilaris, anapre = A~piectoiiiés pressus, carang = Cmipeta angurtioruta, 
ciealb = Clernensia albata, eurast = Euroi3 astricta, itaana = Itame 
anataria. itaocc = Itame occiduaria, lapbom = Lapara bombycoides, 
medis = Metalepsisfihii, nepcan = Nepytia canosaria, plavid = Platysenrn 
vi&ns, protra = Prochoerodes tramersutu, scoind = Scopula induc t .~ .  

Key to vegetation species are: ceanoth = Ceanuthus ovatzis, cmitis = 
CIadina mitis, ppleuroz = Pleurozîm schreberi, vaccin = Vaccinim 
angustifolium. 





Figure 57. Moth and vegetation data (1994). CCA ordination diagram with 
site scores (*), moth species scores (a) and enwOnmental variables 
(arrows); fkst axis (horizontal) has an eigenvalue of 0.079 = 27.6% and the 
second axis (vertical) has an eigenvalue of 0.046 = 16.0%. 

Key to moth species are: anapre = Ampfectoides pressur, apolib = 
Apodrepanufatrik liberaria, cabery = Cabera erythemana, carang = 
Cdpeta angustiorata, clealb = Cfernensiu albata, enadec = Enargia 
decolor, eurast = Euroik astrkta, itaocc = Itame occiduvia, plavid = 
Platysenta videnr, po1pur = Polia purpm'ssata, proaa = Prochoerodes 
tramversuta. 

Key to vegetation species are: crnitis = Cladina nitis, opung = Oryzopsis 
pungenr, pleuroz = Pleuroziwn schreberï, selagine = Sefaginella rupesm3, 
vaccin = Vaccinium angustifoliwn. 





Figure 58. Moth and environmental data (1993). CCA ordination diagram with 
site scores (4), moth species scores (a) and environmental variables 
(arrows); fim axis (horizontal) has an eigenvalue of 0.057 = 15.4% and the 
second axis (vertical) has an eigenvalue of 0.023 = 6.3%. 

Key to moth species are: amcol= Amathes collu~s, apolib = 
Apodrepawlatrik liberaria, casang = Curipeta angustiorata, clealb = 
Clemenria albata, eilbic = Eilema bicolor, itaana = itame anataria, itaocc 
= I tme occidwria, lapbom = Lapara bombycoides, metfis = Metalepsis 
fishii, plavid = Platysentu v i h ,  polpur = Polia pwpurissata. 

The environmental variables are: liternean = mean Light intensity, treemean 
= mean tree density (100 m2). 





Figure 59. Moth and environmental data (1994). CCA ordination diagram with 
site scores (+), rnoth species scores (a) and environmentai variables 
(arrows); kst axis (horizontal) has an eigenvalue of  0.044 = 18.0% and the 
second axis (vertical) has an eigenvaiue of 0.0 17 = 6.8 % . 

Key to rnoth species are: apolib = Apodrepanulatrix iiberwiu, carang = 
Caripeta angurtiurata, eilbic = Eiima bicofor, enadec = Enurgia decolor, 
eulexp = Euiithis explanata, Lomves = Lomographa vestaliata, pplvid = 
Pfatysenta videns, scoind = Scopula inducrata. 

The environmental variables are: litemean = mean light intensity, treemean 
= mean tcee density (100 m2). 





DISCUSSION 

Relationships of regmeration type and stand age C p b # d  habitat cùamcteristics 

The two yeam encompassed by this sntdy Mered climatically. There were diffieremccs 

in monthiy prtcipitation, hours of bgght sanshine and mean mondily tempefatmes. July and 

August were considerably wetter in 1993 than 1994 (F~gure 4) and 1993 was significantly 

cloudier than 1994, with less hours of bnght sunshine in all months fiom April through 

September (Figure 5). Mean mondily temperatures were g e n d y  lower in 1993 than in 1994 

(Figure 6). Men combined, these factors indicate that 1993 was a less favoinable year in 

t e m  of c h t e  for a number of the Lepidoptera collected, resdting in the numbers of species 

and individu& beïng lower in 1993 than in 1994 (Appendices II - VI). Gilbert and Singer 

(1975) suggested that climatic factors may have a direct innuence on populations of 

Lepidop tera. 

The five year old sites were very similar in Light intensity, with three of the four sites 

having maximum averages for mean light intensity (Table 2). The remaining site was a 

naruraüy regenerating site in which light intensity was marginally lower due to the presence of 

young Poputus ~emutoi&s Michx., illusmting a difference between the two treatment types. 

Planted sites are scarified before planting, which rnay remove young poplar trees, that are early 

colonizers following fire (Heiiovara and Varsonen, 19&1; Zoladeski et al., 1995). Within this 

age class, the natural stands were w a m r  during both daytime and over a 24 hou period 

(Table 3; Figure 9, 10). The ciifferences between the two treatment types may be attribua to 

the greater arnount of slash present in the natinai stands. The slash may aid in retaining heat at 

night time by reducing the outgoing radiation and by ducing the quantity of energy consumed 
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in evaporation by blocking the transport of vapour out of the soil (Rosenberg et al., 1983). In 

terms of rneasurable ciifferences, the five year old stands did not M e r  in temis of vegetation 

composition Perceptuaily, the natural stands had more exposeci areas of bare sand than did the 

planted stands. The planted stands had a higher proportion of grasses than did the naturd 

stands (Appendix 1). h general, the nplicates within each treamient type were quite similar. 

Tree density in the n a d  stand at 15 years of age was very high and multed in a site 

much darker than the replicates of the planted stands (Table 2; Figure 11,13). As a result of 

crowding witbin an area, there is a resultant haease in tree mortaiity as a stand ages 

(Zoladeski et al.. 1995; Johnson et al., 1995). The 15 year old naturai stand was s à l l  quite 

young and, as such, iittie tree mortality had occurred The very strong stand regeneration in 

the natural site was interspersed with open patches. Trees in the planted stands in this age class 

are very evenly spaced as is the case in plantations, resulting in a more unifonnly open site at 

this stage of development (Figure 1 1, 13). Perceptually. the planted replicates were quite 

similar to each other in ternis of stand development and vegetation composition. 

The natuml replicates in the 25 year old age class were quite similar to each other, 

although one replicate had been manuaily thinned (B25A). The replicates of the planted stands 

were quite different from each other. The first replicate (PZSA), had undergone a much 

stronger regeneration with Little tree mortality resuiting in a very uniformiy dark site. The 

second replicate had some areas with very strong regeneration, but reegied some open glades 

and may be more sirniiar to the naturai stands in terms of light întensity and m e  density flable 

2). There was no significant dinerence in terms of mean light intensity or variabiity. One 

factor which does not show up in the results but was visuaiiy evident was the surro~~1ding 
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forest area of one site. B25B was dominated by jack pine within the site. Widiin two htmkd 

me= to the south was a large stand of Pop& spp. The remaining 25 year old stands were 

in areas of alrnost exclusively jack pine. 

The natural stands in the 40 year age class were sign.8icant.i~ wanner than the pIanted 

stands during both the daytime and Right t h e  (Figure 9. 10). The replicates of the natural 

stands were quite sirnila. in tcmis of mean üght intensity flable 2) but they differed in other 

factors. The first replicate (B40A) had no open glades, a large arnount of bracken fern (P. 

aquilinwn) was present and there was m n g  shrub undergrowth, particularly Coryius cornuta. 

The other natural replicate (B4ûB) had several open glades, little bmcken fern and very Little 

shrub undergrowth. L k e  the naturai stands, the planted stands differed fiom each other. The 

first repiicate @NA) was quite mature, and was dominated by vegetation associated with this 

age class, particularly P. schreberi. The site had two small open glades, but was otherwise 

closed. The second replicate differed fkom the first in a nurnber of ways. The site was much 

more open in the understorey as evidenced by the tree density flable 2). The vegetation of the 

second replicate was also quite different The dominant vegetation, Cladina spp., is typically 

found in jack pine stands of intermediare age. The expecteù dominant moss, P. schreberi, was 

found only in smaU amounts and there was littie in the way of shmb growth. In terms of 

vegetation composition, ihis replicate was more sirnilar to the 15 year old stands than to its 

replicate. 

The abiotic environmental factors influence the biota within the sites and changes in 

these abiotic factors were most strongly associated with ciifferences in stand age. Vegetation 

species showed distinct associations with particuiar age groups and therefore with a particular 
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combination of abiotic factors. The five year old stands were dominated by the Grarninaceae, 

the majority of spccies in this gmup preferring open, dria habiîats. The intermediate sites 

were dominated by a mixture of plants incluâing passes, ericaiceous specïes and üchens. 

Mosses w c n  the dominant vegetation in the 40 year old sites, widi the above mentioned 

exception. This successional trend in vegetation s@es is associated with the maturation of 

the stand (Oksonen, 1986). Rowe (1956) obsmred that the trend in vegetation species as a 

stand mannes is towards plants that prefer cooler, moista habitats. 

Light intensity decreases with an increase in stand age uable 2; Figure 12). This is 

expecteâ as the stands mame the amount of light penetrating the canopy wiIl decrease as the 

canopy closes. 

The concepts of radiation balance play an important role in discussing the thermal 

ciifferences between different age classes. For a compleoe review of these ideas, the reader is 

re ferred to Rosenberg et al. (1983). A portion of the solar radiation that reaches the earth's 

surface is reflected and the degree of reflection is a hinction of wavelength within this region 

(Rosenberg et al., 1983). The quaiity of surfaces that rcsults in reflection is tefmed albedo 

(Rosenberg et al., 1983). ConSemus forests have albedo values in the range of 16 -18%, dry 

sandy soils have values in the range of 20 - 40% (Rosenberg et al., 1983). We would therefore 

expect older forest stands to absorb more radiation and main it longer than a young site with 

patches of bare ground. This can be seen in Figure 10. the older stands are wanner at night as 

they have absorbed more radiation and release it more slowly. The younger sites are wanner 

during the day, but do not retain the heat (Figure 9). 
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Relnüonsbips of regeneration type and stand age to Lepidoptera species composition 

Butterflies 

The five year old sites were generaly lowain number of butmfks 0 coïïected and 

in number of m e s  (S) than the other age classes (Figure 21 - 24). The two treatment types 

did not Mer much in tams of N and S. Buttefies are matures which tend to prefer patchy 

habitats. (Peterson, 1954; Warren, 1985). 1t is not supising that the five year old sites, being 

open and providing linle cover, are not the p r e f d  habitat for the majority of buttemy 

species collected during this study. The butiemy spccies that wexe collected in the nanird 

stands were prcdomuiantly speciaüsts with a limited number of host plants Pable 7). The 

dominant species in the natural stands, B. belfona, was ubiquitous in stands of all aga. 

Conversely, the butterfies couected in the planted stands w a e  predominantly generalists 

(Table 7). C. pegala king the dominant species in the planted stands. Cercyonis pegala was 

generaLly abundant in a l l  of the five year old stands Fable 4,s) but was more abundant in the 

planted stands (Appendix Il) Cercyonis pegala exhibiteci a greater de- of dominance in the 

planted sites than did the dominant species in the bmed sites, B. bellom. The rnost k l y  

reason for this is a greater abundance of its food plants, the Graminaceae (Appendix I). The 

planted stands undergo a pre-planting process which renders them fairly uniform. This may 

result in a more uniform habitat and aJlow for the higher degree of dominance by the grasses. 

The natural stands in this age class did not have as much grass and C. pegala did not show the 

same degree of dominance in those sites. Nyntpholis rnilberti was abundant in one of the 

naturai stands, B5A. Typicdy this species is found in moist anas (IClassen et al., 1989) but 

this does not describe the area in which they were collected. It is likely that this species has a 
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larger range of habitats that are acceptable. NymphaLlLr dIbem* f d s  on CeamthUr spp. 

(Tietz, 1972). which was not present in vegetation samples, nor was it noted in the vicinity of 

the site, whexe they were collecteci but does p w  in rhat type of habitat, A possible 

explmation is that the food plant was prisent in a nearby area but located outskie the stiidy 

site. The addts collected were iikely searching for a nectar source or for suitable oviposition 

sites. 

The planted stands in the 15 year age class were stmctirrally dinmnt fiom the natural 

stand as discussed earlier- The number of individds collapd in this age class was higher in 

1994 and this may be attributed to the d.erences in ciimate. The second year of the stuciy was 

more favouxable for butterflies than was 1993. The planred stands in this age class provided 

the most favourable habitat for buoerflies of ail the planted stands. With the greatest variety of 

microhabitats available the number of species was highest in this age class for the planted 

stands in both years. No buttemy species was consistentiy dominant for this age class for a i l  

sites. The degree of dominance was low in the fht flight p e n d  for a l l  si- in the 15 year age 

class (Figure 25,26). In the second aght period. C- interior was very abundant in the naturai 

stand. accounting for 4046 of the butterfiies coilected in the stand in both years. Colias interior 

was abundant in the naturai stand and the k s t  pianted replicate, but was not so abundant in the 

other planteci replicate. The food plant of this species is Vaccinium spp. (Tietz, 1972) which is 

abundant throughout the study sites (Appendk I). The b u W y  is most commonly collected in 

the intermediate age classes (Appendix ïï) indicating that its distribution is driven both by 

presence of food plant and preference for a pamcular habitat, characterized by patchy sites. 

The Pieridae were most abundantly coiiected in the 15 year age class (Table 6). This is due the 
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preference of two species for this age class, C. interior as mintioned carlier, and EucNoe 

ausonides (Lucas). Euchloe u ~ o ~ d e s  feeds on a variety of crucifers (Tietz, 1972), although 

they were not noted in the vegetation sample as king paRicularly abundant, the species was 

coiiected in quite hïgh numbers in P15B (Appendix II). A diud pierid that was abundant in 

1994 was Pieris rapae (Linnaeus). This species also f d s  on crucifers Sietz, 1972) but the 

species was ubiquitous in stands of aU aga. One species was collected only in site PISA, 

Boloria selene (Demis & Schiffermüiler). This species prefers wet, boggy habitat, which while 

comrnon in the Sandilands area, was not cornrnon in the immediate area of the saidy sites. The 

exception was P15A which was figeci by a boggy poplac stand. Several species were 

coiiected in the second replicate of the planted stands (P15B) that were not nearly so abundant 

in the other sites in this age class; these included a number of species that are attracted to the 

bait traps (Appendix TV). For reasons which are unclear, the bait trap within P15B collecteci a 

much higher nurnber of buttedies than were coliected in the other sites in this age class. The 

area immediately surrounding the bait naps in ail three sites appeared quite similar in 

vegetation and other characteristics. One complex of species that was fkquently collecteci in 

the bait traps belongs to the genus Speyeria (Appendix m). 1 observed these buttefies use the 

nectar of Monardafrstulosa L., which was paaicularly abundant in P15B. Momrda fistufosa 

was also quite abundant in P25B where Speyeria spp. was also abundant MoMrdafistulosa is 

very aromatic by human standards and amactive to species of Speyerîa, and this may be the 

reason for the latter3 pattern of abundance. The ordination analysis (Figure 33,35) places the 

15 year old sites around the centre of the ordination diagram. The bu-y species of these 

sites are a combination of species which prefer open sites, closed sites and the majority of 
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species, that prefer sites intermediate between open and closed. In the naturai stand and PISA, 

the majority of the species were specialists with respect to their feeding paaems (Table 7). The 

majority of the buttedies coflected in P15B were generalists (Taôle 7). A trend seerns be that 

generalists prefer plantai stands while the specialists are preferring the natural stands. In three 

of the four planted stands discussed to this point, the generalists are dominant. The exception 

is P 15A, the site Located near the boggy poplar stand. This rnay explain the increase in the 

number of speciaüa species collected in PISA. The stand uniformity of P15B may account for 

the high nurnber of genemlists coilected for the same reasons as were discussed for the five 

year old stands- 

h the 25 year old planted stands, the dominant species was clearly E. anthedon (Table 

4, 5),  a generalist feeder with grasses as host plants (Tietz, 1972). In the nannal stands, the 

dominant species were sirnilar to those that were dominant in the 15 year age class, including 

C. interior, and Limenitis arthemis (T'able 4 5). This helps ïlIustrate a ciifference between the 

two treatment types. The planted stands at this age have more complete canopy closure and 

the butterfîy species which prefer these stands are those which are found in the older age class 

as weli. The literaaire classifies the preferred habitat of E. anthedon as along forest margins 

and forest roads (Klassen et al.. 1989). Indeed it is m e  that they can be collected in this 

location. However, the majority of coktors Ieam quite eariy that the majority of buttefies 

are heliotherms (Shapiro, 1970) and prefer to fly in open glades. It is also easier for the 

coilector to give chase in an open area than in dense forest Enodia anthedon appears to have 

a very strong preference for strongly shaded sites and rnay be collectai in even greater nurnbers 

within dense forest than almg forest margins. 
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In the 25 year old stands there was a high degree of van'ability in number of species 

within treatrnents and between treatments TypicaiIy B25B had the highest number of @es 

while P25A had the lowest. There was a high degree of variability between the two mdy 

years as weil and this can be amibuteci to the differences in weather berneen the two years. 

Number of species peaked in this age class for the naairal stands. This is probabiy because 

natural sites in this age class offereâ the greatest number of avaiiable microhabitats for the 

bunerflies. The 15 year old naturai stand was quite a bit darker and more closed, resuiting a 

lower degree of site variability and a Iowa number of butterfly species. 

The planted stands in this age class had a much higher degee of dominance than did the 

naturai stands (Fig. 25.26). In 1993, the planted stands were dominatecf by E. anthedon, 

which accounted for almost 75% of the butter£lies collecteci in those sites (Fig. 25). By 

cornparison, the dominant species accounted for oniy about 20-3046 of the species collecteci in 

the natural stands (Figure 25). In 1994, P25A had a higher degree of dominance, about 97%. 

but P25B was similar to the nahiral stands at approxhately 25% (Figure 26). The second 

replicate of the planted stands was structuraliy similar to the naaual stands with a number of 

open patches. This site did ciiffer fkom the naairal stands by having a much stronger 

understorey growth of vegetation, that led to what was perceived to be a higher level of 

humidity in the site. In 1993, this led to the site being a more preferable and suitable habitat for 

E. anthedon. In 1994, it was warmet and sunnier and the perceived levels of humidity seemed 

to decrease within the site malring it a less favourab1e location for E. anthedon. The change in 

conditions was not as drastic in the other pIanted replicate due to the much higher degree of 

canopy closure and the conditions remaineci favourable. 
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In g e n d ,  the 40 ycar old stands w c n  s h i b .  'Lhe degret of dominance by botterfly 

species was similat in both trament types, although it was more variable in the planted stands 

(Figure 25.26). Typically, the Stes in UUs age class were doniinattd by E. anthedon (Table 4, 

5). Exceptions occurreù in bth  years. In 1993, the second repücate of the na- stands was 

dominated by C. interiur, a species that prefers more open sites and is typically dominant in the 

intermediate age classes. Its abundance can be explained by the greater opmmss of this site 

combined with an abundance of Vacciniwn. the food plant of this species. The second 

exception occurs in 1994 in the second replicate of the planted stands. In this stand C. interior 

is the dominant species. This is explained by the same reasons as mentioned above. In both 

years this species was abundant in both sites. This leads to the conclusion that the species is 

innuenceci not oniy by the presence and relative abundance of its food plant (which is 

comparatively abundant in the other stands of this age class) but also by the habitat in which its 

larval food resource is found. 

Both the number of individuals and the number of species collecfed in the two 

treaunents of this age class are quite similar 21-24). The number of p i e s  coUected 

remained constant in both years (Figure 23,24) but the nurnber of individuals increased in 1994 

(Figure 2 1.22). This may be attributed to diffences in clirnatic factors between the two years 

with 1994 king the more favourable for buaerfly fiïght 

There is an apparent shift in the dominant species with an incxease in stand age. in the 

youngest sites, species such as B. bellona, and C. pegala dominate. The next two age classes 

are dominated by a complex of species which depends on the degree of opemess of the site. In 

generally more open sites, C. interior, L. orthemis and B. b e l l o ~  dominate. In the 
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i n t e d a t e  sites that have a more dosed canopy and a higher dcgree of shadc, E. antkdon 

dominates. The 40 year old stands are domulateci by shade p r e f d g  mes, espechlly E. 

onthdon. A second species which shows a preference for incrrased shade is Pieris nopi (L.). 

The nuinbers of mis species incfezt~e in the older. darker sites (Appcndix m. Peterson (1954) 

observed that the shade-loving species P. nqpi and the mn-loving @es P. rupae feed on 

sirnilar host plants. He suggested that they evolved different habitat preferences to avoid 

cornpetition. Peterson (1954) &O o b s a n d  that there were thamal and host plant ciifferences 

between the two habitat types and these may be the factors that account for the Merences 

rather than cornpetition. Courtney and Chew (1987) obsmed that habitat type detemines the 

amount of host plant variance that wil l  be experienced and that the Pierinae evolve to become 

adapted to the food plants available in their habitats. Shapiro and Carde (1970) suggested that 

an evolved habitat preference among two species of Satyridae may be the result of interspecific 

cornpetition This rnay be the case for the two abundant m e s  of Satyridae coilected in this 

study. Both feed on members of the Gramuiaceae, however, one species E. anthedon has a 

strong preference for dark foresteci sites, while the other species C. pegala, is only found in 

open areas and is abundant in the very young sites. These species that are considend 

polyphagous, have probably developed preferences for specific species of Graminaceae 

associated with their habitat preferences. 

Ordination analysis indicates that there is an association between some monophagous 

buttediy species, such as C. interior and E. mar?iafis, and their food plants. 

Larvae have a greater range of host acceptance than would be indicated by oviposition 

preference exhibited by the adult fernales (Gilbert and Singer, 1975). Adult butterfiies are not 
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as specific about food resources and are more oppoministic in feading than are th& larvae. 

Where adult butterflies are coilected b l y  has more to do with habitat prefcrence than with 

locality of suitable ovipositioa material. Butterflies are highly mobile as adults. As soch, they 

are able to search fairly large arcas for suitable oviposition sites. Addt buttexfiies seem to be 

more strongiy ifluenceci by abiotic fztors such as light intensity and patchiness in their habitat 

than by biotic factors such as the presence or absence of suitable oviposition material. If their 

food plants for oviposition occur in the same habitat, they will be strongly associated with 

those habitats. 

Motbs 

Like that of the buttedies, the moth species composition in planted and nani*illy 

regenerated stands was qui& s k i l a . . .  The moths, unlike the buttemies, are mostly noctumal. 

With the moths the strongest uifluencing factor would appear to be the amount of vegetation 

cover associated with a site. As the stands increase in age, there is a concurrent increase in the 

structurai and architectural diversity in above ground plant parts which serve as food sources 

and refugia for the moths eawton, 1983). The moths seem to respond to the level of cover 

and its smicnnal diversity. Both the number of individuals and the number of species coilected 

increased with increasing stand age. 

The five year old sites were much more open than the other age classes and there was 

little protection fiom the wind in these sites. It would be expected that stronger flying moths 

would dominate the iight îrap catch in these sites (Muirhead-Thomson, 1991). The dominant 

species in this age class were members of the Noctuidae, which are a group of strong flying 
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moths. Several @es w a c  restrkted almost exclusively to tbis age class, uiclidulg LeuCunia 

cornmoides Guenée, which f d s  on grasses 1972) and OncocnentiS pjOardi (Walker), 

whose host plant is not hown (Appendix V). E w g i a  decolor was the dominant species in 

this age c h s  (Table 6,9). The degree of dominance in this age class was sinilar in both 

treatment types and was the highest of a i l  age classes in 1994 mgme 45). This rnay be 

amibutable to the weather conditions and reasons similar to those influencing the buttedies. 

The ciimatic conditions were better for the Lepidoptera in g e n d  and the dominant species 

becarne even more dominant under preferable conditions and this effect was more pronounce. 

in the open sites. Other species that were dominant in this age class included 1. occi&uuïa, 

which was abundant in ail age classes. [tome occidurnia f& on a variety of hoa plants 

including Ribes spp., Amelanchier spp. and a varîety of tree species (Tietz, 1972) and its 

ubiquitous presence is not surprising. The other dominant species in this age class is N. 

frigidana, another ubiquitous @es, whose host plants include Populus spp. and Salk spp. 

(Tietz, 1972). Both of these trees are found in the study area. especially Populus. 

The 15 year old stands were dominateci by species includuig I. occiduaria and E. 

explanara fiable 9). Eulithis q l a ~ t u  feeds on bluebeny, Vacciniwn spp., as its host plant 

One species which was most abundantly coilected in diis age class was P Lafysenta videm 

(Guenée) (Appendix V). The larval host plants of this species, astas and goldenrods, were 

most abundant in this age class (Appendix 1). This may indicate a hi& level of dependence on 

the lamal food resource. These plants are located in other age classes but the moth was not as 

frequently coliected. The total number of indîviduals coilected in this age class was sirnilar 

between the two treatments in 1993 (Figure 41). In 1994, the nurnber of moths collected in the 
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nanual site was much higher dran in the planted sites (Figme 42). T h e  may be sevaal 

reasons for this. In the 15 year old stands, trce densïty was much higha in the natnral site and 

there is an increase in the amount of above gromd plant parts in th site nsulting in increased 

structurai diversity. Thae may dso be a greater degree of protection h m  the elements (eg. 

wind) that ailowed for a gteater number of moths to reach the light trap (Muirhead-Thomson, 

199 1). The dominant family of mo ths in B lSA was the Geometridae. In almost al1 sites whae 

the g e o d d s  were dominant, their numbers were Iowa in 1993 (Table 9). The weather 

conditions of 1993 may not bc favourable for geometrid flight or they may have been more 

affecteci by the weather conditions more ihan the other dominant farnily, the Noctuidae. The 

more favourable conditions experienced in 1994 may have allowed for an incfease in moth 

numbers especiaüy in the weaker flying Geomeoidae. nie number of Geometridae collectexi in 

the naturai site, B 15A was much higher than in the planted stands (Appendix V). The number 

of species was similar between treatments and between years (Figure 43.44). This lends 

further support to the idea that an incmw in vegetative marierial leads to an increase in 

numbers. The diffkrences in numbers of individuals would then be attributed to the increased 

level of  cover due to the clumping of the trees in the area of the light trap, giving more 

protection from the elements and aiIowing more of the weaker flying moths to reach the traps. 

This trend is mie for this study (Appendix V; Table 9). It is dficdt or impossible to 

quantitatively measure structurai diversity. The level of dominance in this age class was similar 

between treatments (Figure 45). The degree of dominance remaineci constant for the planted 

stands in both years. The level of dominance in the naturai stand i n c d  quitc substantiaüy 

in 1994. As discussed earlier, this may be due to the more favourable weather conditions 
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occuning in that year. The dominant species in the natural site in 1994, E. expianuta, was also 

prevalent in 1993. The improved weather conditions rmy have allowed for the inaease in 

numbers. Conversely, in the 40 year old stands, where E. exphnata was also abundant thae 

was not a concurrent increase in the number of individds of this spacies collected. It may 

sirnply be naairal variation in the population levels of this inscct that accounts for the ciifference 

in abundance. 

In 1993, the number of moths collected in the 25 year old age ciass was quite similar, 

aithough it was considerably more variable in the planted sites (Figure 41). There may have 

been a malfunction in the Light trap in one of the planteci sites (P25A), as the numbers for these 

sites were quite similar in 1994 (Figure 42). Numbers increased in 1994, particularly for the 

natural sites, although they were more variable (Figure 42). The number of species were quite 

similar in 1993 (Figure 43) and more variable in the planted stands, likely for the sarne reasons 

as the number of individuais. in 1994, within treatments the nurnber of p i e s  were quite 

sirnilar (Figrw 44). The natural stands had a considerably higher number of species than did 

the planted stands. The planted and naniral stands did not ciiffer substantially in herbaceous 

vegetation composition. The key ciifference may be attributed to the area surrounding the sites. 

The planted stands are within large, relatively homogeneous areas of forest, while the naanal 

stands tend to be in heterogeneous forest areas. As mentioned earfier, the second nahnal 

replicate h a  a large stand of Popuius spp. within 200 m. The area near the other planted 

replicate was also of mixed forest A large number of species may have been 

dispersing/migrating in the areê A large nurnber of the species not collectai in the planteci 

stands that were coilected in the naturai stands feed on Pupulus spp. and may have been 
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rnoving through the natural stands, accounting foi the diffcrenccs in the n w n k  of spccies 

collecteci in the different treatment types. The degree of domiriance in the 25 year old stands 

was quite simüar withh treamiaits and between treatments as well as between study years 

(Figure 46). Dominant species in the 25 year old age class were the most variable of al l  age 

classes and included C. angustiorata. E. explanatu and 1. occiduma (T'able 8). The latter two 

species are ubiquitous in the three older age classes. Cmpeta ang11stiorata f d s  on vanous 

species of pines (Tietz, 1972) and its increased abundance in this age class may indicate that it 

has a preference for older trees. A species that was abundant in the naturai sites is 

Lomogrupha vestaiiatu (Guente). Its host plant is A. wa-usi, or snowberry (Tietz, 1972). 

Frorn Appendix 1, it is observed that snowberry is more abundant in the natural stands dian in 

the planted stands. Snowberry is most âequentiy found in open woods in dry habitats gohnson 

et al., 1995). The natural sites were on average more open (Fig. 11) than were the planted 

sites. 

In both years of the study, the number of moths coUecied peaked for the planted stands 

in the 40 year age class (Figure 41,42). The naturai stands had the highest nurnber of moths 

coilected in 1993 but not in 1994. The nurnbers collected in 1994 were lower than ttiose of the 

25 year old naniral stands but were higher than any of the other age classes (F~gure 41,42). 

The high nurnbers collected in these sites is similar to those of the previous age class. An 

increase in the amount of available food resources as a result of inaeased vegetative growth 

may account for the increase in number of moths coilected (Lawton, 1983). These sites ais0 

offer considerable protection fiom the wind, allowing for an increase in the number of poorly 

flying species able to reach the Light trap. The geomeuid moths, which are considered weak 
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Sers (Holloway and Stork, 1991), and were more fquently-coiiected in sites which afkd 

them more protection fiom the wind (Table 9). As such, the nmnber of geometrid species 

coliected is highest in the 01dest sites. The numba of species in g e n d  collected also peaked 

in this age class for the moths (Figure 43.44) and wae comparable between the treatments. 

As stand age increases there is an increase in the number of types of food plants available and 

the degree of cover also increases, allowing more of the poorer flying species, such as the 

geometrids, to reach the iight traps. The dominant @es in this age class were members of 

the Geometridae flables 6,9; Appendix V). Eulithis aplunata was the dominant spacies 

overall in both years. Its food plant, Vacciniwn spp., is abundant in these sites. The degree of 

dominance rexnained consistent in the naturai stands (Figure 45) in both years. The pianteci 

stands were quite similar to the naturai stands in dominance in 1994, but had a higher level of 

dominance in 1993. Examination of the data did not reveal any explanation for this. The 

dominant species, E. expianuta, showed an increase in numbers and dominance in the 15 year 

old natural site from 1993 to 1994, so a change in weather does not serve as an explanation for 

the concurrent decrease in dominance in the 40 year old stands over the sarne time period. It is 

iikely that the decrease in dominance may be amibuteci to a naturai decrease in numbers 

occurring over a long term cycle of the moth numbers widùn those sites. 

in general there is an increase in both number of individuals and number of species 

coliected with an increase in stand age. This is due to the increase in both the structural and 

architectural diversity that occurs with increasing stand age (Southwood et al., 1979; Lawton, 

1983). There is a shift in the composition of the dominant species at the familial level The 

young sites are dominated by strong flying Noctuidae (Table 9; Appendix V). As stand age 
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increases there is an ùinease in the number of poor flying m e s  rcsuiting in an inczea~e in the 

number of Geornetridae that are collected by the light traps. Similarl~~ a poor flying spacies of 

the family Ethmüdae? Ethia motzticoh (Walsir~gham) increased in n m n b  collected as stand 

age increases (Appendix V). The Noctuidae and Geornetridae were clearly the dominant 

families of moths accounting for greater than 70 percent of the moths coile& in ali sites 

(Table 9). 

The height of the trap rnay also play a role in species composition. The traps in this 

study were at a height of two metres. In the open sites this may have been too high for the 

weak flying species to reach. Had the traps been placed closer to the ground, more weak flying 

species rnay have been coilected in the open sites. The trap height rnay have also affected the 

number of very strong flying species COU&. Sphingidae are quite abundant in the 

Sandilands Provincial Forest region (B. Ellioü, p. obs.) and more species and individu& 

were expected in the collections. The Sphingidae fly quite high (Taylor et al., 1979) and as 

such, the trap height rnay have ken too low to attract rnany of these species. The trap openhg 

is also quite srnail, and some members of the Sphingidae are quite large. They rnay have 

reached the trap, but with wings outspread, were unable to enter the trap. 

h terms of feeding strategy among the moths, generaiist species dominated the fauna 

that was coliected (Table 10). This rnay provide an explanation for the low eigenvalues 

obtained during ordination analysis of the moth species. Since the majority of species coilected 

are polyphagous, it is uniikely that they would be stmngly linked to a particulas habitat by host 

plant requirements (Lawton, 1983). There was a süght increase in the numba of speciaüst 

species as stand age increased (Table 10). This is the opposite of the trend observed in the 
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butterflies as the number of speciaüsts d m  with an inciease in stand age. It may be that 

the monophagous moth species are poom flying species that need the incrrased protection 

from the elements that is afforded to them by the oMer, more closed sites. 

Contrdling factors a f f i n g  Lepidoptera aîpba and beta diversity 

The butterfiïes and moths exhibited patterns of species diversity that differed from each 

other. in the five year old stands, both butterflies and moths exhiteci low values of a 

compared to stands in other age classes (Figure 27.28; 46.47). The youngest sites were 

expected to have the lowest species diversity values. In generai, sites that are a r c h i t e c d y  

simple in terms of vegetation structure are expected to have less diverse faunas associateci with 

them than arc sites which are architecturally diverse (Southwood, 1979; Lawton, 1983). 

Cornponents of architectural diversity include the size and growth fom of the vegetation. 

which may be thought of as spatial diversity, and architecture which describes the variety of 

above ground parts (Lawton, 1983). Sites with an abundance of herbaceous vegetation 

combined with a well developed shrub layer and a high number of ûees have a high degree of 

structural architecture (tawton, 1983). By cornparison, an architecturaUy simple site would be 

one in which there is Little vegetation cover and no shnibs or trees (Lawton, 1983). The five 

year old sites had Little in the way of shrub cover and the trees are stiîï quite small and hence 

architecturdy simple at this age. The butterf'iies present in this age class are typically 

generalists that are found in other age classes. One exception is C. pegah, which seems to 

have a distinct preference for the open sites and may fall into the category that Holloway and 

Barlow ( 1992) refer to as gap phase speciaüsts; species which speciaüze in colonizing the early 
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stages of a succession. This s@es was not abmdant in the nabaai stands. 'Iht teason for 

this may have ken the higher abundance ofgraws, the food plant for this species 

1972). in the planted stands. The modis collccted in this age class were mostly generalists 

although severai m e s  which rnay be gap phase specialists were collecteci. The species 

include L. cornmoides, and 0. peardi. boboth of which are members of the NocaUdae. 

Holioway and Barlow (1992) observed that members of the Noctuidae and Arctiidae comprise 

a high proportion of the open habitat specialists in the tropics. This seems to be tnie in this 

study for some species of the Noctuidae, but the Arctüdae collectai in this study would have to 

be considered as generalists, as they showed no parti& preference for any habitat type nor 

any particular age class (Appendix V; Table 9). 

Both groups of Lepidoptera increased in a diversity in the 15 year age class (Figure 27, 

28; 46,47). Diversity was higher in the planted stands in both groups. The butterflies' 

diversity was iikely lower in the natural stands due to the high density of the trees which 

created a comparatively dark habitat Butterflies prefer a patchy habitat and this was more 

available in the planted stands and the resultant diversities were higher in those stands. The 

moth diversity may be due to the hcreased architecturai diversity in the planted stands. 

Although the natural stand was more dense in ternis of trees, the tnes in the planted stands 

were more robust in development with abundant foliage on a i l  branches. In the naturd stand 

the trees were comparatively bare and there was abundant n d e  die-off on lower branches. In 

the areas around the planted stands were stands of Pupulus, a host plant for a large number of 

the moth generalist species. 

Relative to that in the 15 year age class, a diversity of both buttedies and moths 
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increased in the natural stands for the 25 year age class and décreased for die planted stands 

(Figure 27,28; 46.47). The inaease in diversity in the naturai stands can be attributed to 

several factors. The ana surrounding the naturai sites was more hetemgeneous than those 

around the planted stands. There was likely a higher number of lepidopteran species that were 

travelling through the sites as they were searching for oviposition sites, searchg for mates or 

in the process of migration. The planted stands were more closed compased to the natural 

stands and as has been stated eariier the buttedies have a preference for patchy habitats. The 

trees in the naturai stands were comparatively more robust and healthy with fully developcd 

foliage. There was also a stronger shmb layer in the naaird stands compand to the planted 

stands. The planted stands were dominated by a single species to a much greater extent than 

were the namai stands. This species, E. anthedoon, is predomùiant in the next age class and is 

associated with the more mature, closed sites flable 5,6). 

The patterns of a diversity differed for the two groups of Lepidoptera in the 40 year old 

stands. Relative to the 25 year age class, diversity dccreased in this age class for the butterflies 

(Figure 27.28) and inmaseci for the moths (Figure 46,47). The gened theory that insect 

diversity increases with increasing architectural diversity holds true for the moths. The 40 year 

old stands had the most structuraMy diverse architecture of di the age classes. The trees were 

most weU developed in tems of height and foliage developrnent. The sbrub layer was the most 

weil developed in these sites and the herb layer was comparable in number of species and 

architecture with the younger species (Figure 15, 16). The majority of butterflies, as has been 

mentioned earlier have a preference for patchy habitats in which they can easily obtain access to 

sudit areas, an obvious requirement for heliotherms. As such, rnany h d  the habitat of a 40 
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year old stand msiiitabk. Some species do show a prefennce for the shaded areas of this age 

class and inclde E. anthedon aad P.  pi. The pattems of a diversity foilow the eqected 

pattern accordùig to diversity theories put forth by Southwood (1979) and Lawton (1983). 

In generd, neither planted nor naturally regenerated stands exhibited a greater degree 

of p diversity than the other treatment, for either batteiflies or moths. Only in 1994 were 

planted stands significantly more similar in terms of values for Kendall's Tau for the buttedies. 

The buttemies showed no clear pattern in ternis of P diversity with respect to age class. The 

moths showed a decrease in P diversity with an increase in stand age when Sflrenson's 

coefficient was used. This may be due to canopy clomre as stands age, resulting in a more 

uniform habitat. The same trend was noted in the moths with respect to a diversity, number of 

individuals and number o f  species. The same patterns were not noted in the buttefies. The 

buttedies prefer patchy habitats (Gilbert and Singer, 1975) and do not respond to an increase 

in vegetative cover in the same manner as the mothr 



CONCLUSIONS 

Buüedies prefer patchy habitats (Gilbert and Smger, 1975) and in this study the five 

year old stands were too open w hile the 40 year old stands were too closeci: buttemy abundance 

and diversity were greatest in the 15 or 25 year old stands. Overall, planting did not significantly 

reduce butterfiy a diversity between planted and n a w y  regenerated jack pine stands of simila. 

age and composition. However, in both years diversity peaked in 15 year old planted stands and 

at 25 years in the natural stands. This effect was statistically signifïcant in one year only. 

However, statistical anaiysis is a consemative process with the goal of excluding effeca of 

random variation. Thus, the consistent p a u  and the statistically significant result in one year 

suggest that the advancing of the age of maximum cr diversity is a real effect of planting. 

Moth a diversity increased with increasing stand age. The moths seem to respond 

strongiy to the increased structurai and architectural diversity that accompanies an increase in 

stand age (Lawton, 1983). Overail, planting did not significantiy reduce moth a diversity 

between planted and naturaily regenerated jack pine stands of simila. stand age and composition. 

However, a diversity of moths increased with stand age more rapidly in namai stands than in 

planted stands. This trend occurred in both years, although it was ody statistically signiticant in 

one of the years. It is likely therefore that planting reduces the rate of in- of a diversity of 

moths. There is a need to detemine if this trend extends beyond the 40 year age ciass: the 

ciifferences between treatments increased as stand age increased and so studies on older stands 

should be performed. 

Planted and naturally regenerated stands do not differ significantly in tems of P diversity 
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for either bu&es or moths. No discemable trend in $ diveisity was observed for the 

bunerflies. For the moths, thae was a decnase in habitat hetemgeneity with inczeaSing stand 

age. This study was limited in its ability to assess p diversity. Th- were few nplicates fa 

cornparison and only one replicate of the 15 year old naturd stand A study with a greater 

number of replicates would give a better indication of trends in P diversity. However, more 

replicates would include more work in an already labour intensive study. 

The majonty of Lepidoptera are phytophagous and coevolution with their host plants is 

well estabiished (Ehrlich and Raven, 1964). Ordination analysis iiiustrated bat  there is a strong 

degree of association between certain butterfiy spccies and their host p h & .  In dus study there 

was no relationship between a rnoihs and their food plants that could be established using 

ordination analysis. For the most part there appeared to be a kick of association between the 

rnajority of species and their host plants in the ordinations. The degree of host plant association 

for both buttedies and moths was unaffected by regeneration type. Ordination analysis did not 

reveal any effects of planting on the assemblages of Lepidoptera. 
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